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ject by synthetic methods, and should keep projective properties sharply

distinguished from the metric specializations. The reader will accordingly

find in the tirst live chapters a systematic and thoroughly elementary treat-

ment ot the most fundamental propositions of projective geometry, cul

mmatmg in the theorems of Pascal and Bnanchon and the polar system

t)f a conic. My purpose m these chapters has been to de\elop on an mtui
tive basis the concepts and the properties of projective space, without any
admixture of metric ideas. Only m this way, I believe, can the reader

gain a clear impression of what the word projecti\-e means. [E.\tract from
Preface.]
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THE LEGEND OE LILITII

r.\ MAXIMII.IAX Ki'invtx

THE leg'end of Lilith is an intriguing revelation of old Semitic

superstitions and persists to tliis very day in various forms.

The personalit}' of the Hebrew Lilith has been generally derived

from the Babylonian-Assyrian Lilit. Lilu or Lilitu, an evil si)irit.

As we shall see later, this personification was a sort of fusion of the

Roman Lamia, the Greek hctorra, and the Turkish vampire. Belief

in this demoness, growing up among the Jews during their Baby-

lonian captivit)', developed into a cult which lasted among the Jews

of Mesopotamia down to the seventh century of our era. The Lilith

legend is found only in the uncanonical works, although the word

Lilith is already mentioned in pseudo-Isaiah. The earliest extant

account of this legend is in the Alphabet of lien Sira. but it was

elaborated in the Talmud, the Targum and the Cabala.'

Biblical mention of Lilith occurs when depicting the scene of

desolation among Edom's ruined fortresses, where "the wild bea-ts

of the desert shall meet with the wolves, and the sat\r shall cr\- to

his fellow: /////// shall also settle there and find for herself a place

of rest."" ( Is. xxxi\-. 14. ) This biblical reference is not to an animal,

as might be supposed from the context. The translation of lilith in

the Septuagint as "a tailless ape'" and in the King James A'ersion

as "a screech owl'" has been bitterly and justl\- assailed. Svmmachus
in his Greek translation and St. Jerome in his Latin translati(jn of

the Old Testament tmderstood better the Hebrew meaning of the

1 As for critical literature on the legend of Lilith, we will mention, in

addition to the items listed later, the following : Bacher, "Lilith, Konigin von
Smaraged," Monatsschift fiir die Wisscnschaft dcs Judcntnms. XII (1870).
187-9: Adolf W'aldauer. "Lilith," Popiilar-z,-isscuschaft!iclic Moiiatsblijffcr. VI
(1886), 248-50: Israel Levi. "Lilith et Lilin," Rcvuc dcs etudes jiiives. LXVIII
(1914), 5-21. The reader will also find a chapter on Lilith in Karl Knortz's
interesting book, Hexeii, Tciifel mid Bloe/cslietu/sf^ti/^' in (ieseliiehte, S\i(/e itiid

Literafur (Annaherg, Sachsen, 1914), pp. 120-49.
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word by rendering lUlth as "night-monster."" (cf. "terror by night"

in Psalms xci. 5.)

The fact is that the Hebrew w^ord lUith is a feminine derivative

of the Hebrew lay'la (Assyrian Icila). which is the regular noun

for "night."" Thus Lilith was originally not a proper name but a

general noun which signified "a daughter of the night" and desig-

nated anv kind of monster in the form of woman who exercised her

power for evil during darkness.- The mass of legends that gradually

centered around a nocturnal monster in feminine form seems to have

transformed her into a personality.

In Talmudic tradition Lilith is j)rimarily a demoness who selects

small children as her special victims. She is said to steal infants in

the night and carry them off to the desert. The rabbinical writings

depict this demoness as a terror to women at childbirth, whom she

wishes to rob of their offspring. This specter, dressed in her finest

raiment, is supposed to stand at the foot of the beds of lying-in

women in order to snatch new-born babies from mothers" arms.

However, this fiend in the form of woman can be fought with cer-

tain amulets, according to the Talmud. This accounts for the

custom, prevailing to the present day among many orthodox Jews,

of hanging an amulet, inscribed with the names of the angels Seno'i,

Sanseno'i and Sanmangeloph around the child's neck at birth or of

nailing "childbirth tablets.'" on walls or door-posts of the lying-in

room in order to ward off Lilith"s pernicious power over new-born

children. Other Jews place in the chamber occupied by the new

mother four coins with labels on which are inscribed the names of

Adam and Eve accompanied by the words "Avaunt thee, Lilith!"

The hatred of Lilith for the children of men is. according to old

Jewish belief, the result of her jealousy of the mother of mankind,

who replaced her in the affections of Adam and thus robbed her of

the joys of motherhood. As is well depicted in poetry and painting,

Lilith is represented in Jewish mythology as the first wife of Adam,
whom she later abandoned and turned into a demon. Another

Jewish tradition has it that Lilith did not abandon her human hus-

band until after she had borne to him a host of demons, spirits and

liliii (plural of lilith). '-^ The Koran contains the screed that Lilith

- Alfred Kubin's D'dvwncn iind Noclitgcsiclitc (Dresden, 1926) contains a

series of 128 fantastic illustrations of nocturnal visions, unapproached in

modern art.

^ The Hebrew word lilhi is not a true plural of lilitli. We would expect
lilitim or lilifos as a plural. The word is in reality the masculine counterpart
of ///;//; and denotes a male night-monster.
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presented our common ancestor witli a (lau*];hter named Zelinda tlie

Fair, and that it was this half-sister whom Cain married. Anatole

France, in "la Fille de Lilith" (1889), tells the story of another

deathless daughter of Lilith, who envies her half-sisters, the daugh-

ters of Eve, and prays for the exi)erience of death that she also may

enjoy life, and for remorse that she too may know pleasure. The

French author has the immortal but fatal maiden come up to earth

and attach herself to a \oung Parisian, wherefore it requires the

exorcisms of the cvn"e Safrac to purify this modern Tannhauser

from his voluptuous relations.

Talmudic tradition has it that Lilith was created simultaneously

with Adam, both being joined together by the back, for it is written

"male and female created He them, and called their name Adam."

(Gen. i. 27.) In this condition they constantly quarreled and tore

at each other. Then the Lord repented that he had fashioned them

in this way and separated them into two independent bodies ; but

even thus they would not live in peace. A mismated pair from the

very start, their incompatability of temperament was too great for

peace. Their views differed considerably on the all-important cjues-

tion of the headship of the family. Lilith was the first woman to

challenge masculine supremacy. This Mater uialorum is saitl to

have started the fight for equal rights for women by contesting her

husband's claim to be the head of the familw Adam began the first

conversation with his bride by asserting that he was to be her master.

Lilith replied that she had equal right to be the chief of the family.

When she realized how hopelessly stubborn Adam was, she reached

a decision similar to that of the end-of-the-nineteenth-centurv Xora
in Ibsen's Doll's House (1879). She pronounced the S/ieiii

hamephorash (the Liefl:"able Name), the result of which was that

she obtained wings with which she fievv out of Eden and out of sight.

Adam, heart-broken over his loss of Lilith, cried in distress

:

"Alaster of the world, the woman whom Thou hast given me has

flown away." The Creator then sent the three angels previouslv

mentioned to find Lilith and persuade her to return to her husband
and her hearth. She would not \ield even after the angels had been

sent again by the Lord to convey to her the doom that she would
bear many children and that they should all die in infancv. Lilith

considered the penalty so awful that she was about to put an end to

her life by throwing herself into the sea. The three angels, moved
by her anguish, agreed that she should have by way of compensa-
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tion full power over all new-born children during eight days after

birth for boys and during twenty da\s after birth for girls. In

addition, she was given special power over all children b(jrn out of

wedlock.

When Lilith refused to return to Adam, the second Eve (i.e.

Mother ) was now formed to compensate him for his first marital

fiasco.^ This time, however, the Lord created the woman out of

man's rib in order that there might no longer be an_\- cjuestion of her

independence, and that the embarrassing problem oi women's rights

might never be raised again among men."' Evidently Jehovah wnth

all his omniscience could not foresee the widespread suffragist move-

ment of the present da}.*'

Samael, chief of the fallen angels, one day found beautiful Lilith

lamenting her errors in loneliness, and fell in love with her. As

Lilith found Samael radical on the question of the equality of sexes,

which she had raised in Eden, she accej^ted him, and the two settled

in the \'alley of Jehannum ((lehenna). As successor to Adam in

the affections of Lilith. Samael is also called in the J^almud Adam-

Helial in distinction to Adam-Kadmon, our first ancestor.

Samael found in his consort a willing conspirator against the

Lord in the latter's |)lans for man and womankind. Lilith was

jealous of lAe, who re])lace(l her in the affections of her first hus-

band, just as Samael was jealous of Ailam, who wa^ destined to be

his successor in the celestial choir-stalls. W hile the demonic ])air

were \vitnessing the pleasures of our common ancestors in lulen,

they burned with env}' and decided to bring man and woman to a

downfall so that they would be driven out of the (iarden of Eden.

According to the Revelations of St. John, it was Samael or Satan,

who, disguised as a serpent, tempted Eve to disobey the Lord by

eating of the forbidden fruit and thus brought u]xjn herself and her

husband the wrath of their Creator. A certain Christian tradition

identifies the serpent of the ( iarden of Eden not with Samael or

^ The Jewish belief in the twd wives (if Adam is mentioned, among post-

medieval Christian writers, by Robert Burton in his .hicitoiiiy of McUinclwly
(1621) and by Johann Albert Fabricius, who, in his Cmlc.v Psciidocpigyapluis
I'ctcris Tcsta)iicuti (1713), states that two wives were created for Adam
"(|uarum una ex luto extra paradisum, altera in paradiso ex costa condita
faerit." The first is- Lilith, the second is lA-e.

'See M. D. Conway: Dciiwiiolfli/v and Di-idl-Lcrc (2 vols., London, 1879;
3rd cd.. New York. 1889) II, 92 ff.

"Mr. A. B. See, president of an elevator company, wa^ undoubtedly right
when he stated that it was Satan who procured in this country the passage of
the law granting women equal rights with men.
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Satan but with Lilith, who thus was the main instij^ator in the fall

of our common ancestors. Dante (labriel Rossetti, in his famous

poem "Eden I'.ower," follows this later tradition in ascribing the

temptation in Eden to this serpent woman Lilith.

* *

The idea of a "Devil's Dam" belongs wholly to Jewish tradition.

It is foreign to Christian thought. Church doctrine has it that the

Devil can have no wife inasiuuch as he is excluded from the sacra-

ment of marriage. In com])ensation. Christianity has conferred

upon the Devil a mother or a grandmother. In the Cierman secular

plav of Pope Joan, written in 1480, Lilith api)ears, therefore, as the

Devil's grandmother. X'iclor Hugo, in la ['in dc SalcDi (not i)ub-

lished till 1886), identihes the I'.abylonian-Assyrian Lilith with the

Egvptian Isis and represents her not as Satan's wife or mother but

as Satan's daughter.

In addition to Lilith, who is his legal and lawful consort, Satan

has had manv connubial connections. The four concubines gi\en

the Devil by the Cabala are Xehema. Aggareth, Igymeth and

Machlath. Satan also had incestuous relations with his daughter

Sin, who. according to Milton, >prang full-blown from Satan's head,

even as Minerva sprang full-panoplied irom Jupiter's head ( Par.

Lost. ii. 758). The fruit of this forbidden union is Death (ibid., ii.

728 and 787. j.

=1= t

* *

Samael presented Lilith on their wedding-day with a splendid

kingdom where she was attended by four hundred and eighty troops.

But all the wealth and honors heaped upon her by her second hus-

band failed to compensate her for her lack of children. She has

remained to this day the Lady of Sorrows. It is believed that her

voice of grief can be heard in the air at night, like that of Rachel

weeping over her children.

The grief of Lilith over the loss of her children from her hrst

marriage is more pronounced since she was cursed by the Lord, who

decreed that her children by her second husband must all die in

infancy for her deserting her hrst husband.

According to another Jewish tradition, the Lord cursed Lilith.

for her refusal to return to Adam, to beget demons, and, during her

second marriage, she mothered a host of monsters. Asmodeus,

Leviathan, and indeed most devils of distinction, sprang from this
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union. Lilith is represented by certain rabbis as giving birth to a

brood of ::cbub or fliesJ A second flock of children attributed to her

by the Tahnudists are the succnbi or devils who normally retain the

female form.

This fact accounts for Lilith's hostility to nev^'-born infants, for

whom she lies in wait to snatch them into the desert. r)Ut Lilith

mav after all not be so black as she is painted. Her intention in

visiting the lying-in rooms of mortal women is perhaps not to harm

but to hug the babies. This fatal immortal, who has been denied

the ioys of motherhood, seeks to press to her heart the babies of the

happier members of her sex. This supposition is supported by a

certain Jewish belief to the efl:'ect that Lilith loves babies and plays

with them in their sleep on the night of the Sabbath. It is written

in the Talmud that, if a child smiles during the night of the Sabbath

or the Xew Moon, it is a sign that Lilith is playing wMth it.

The Legend of Lilith has had much charm for modern writers,

both in poem and play, in song and story. '^

Alfred de \lgny, in his fragment "Lilith" (1859), offers us an

original interpretation in that Lilith, the first incarnation of woman-

kind, is an impersonation of sensuality and sterility. \\ hen Aflam

wearied of her and received Eve in her jtlace. Lilith cursed the off-

spring of the woman who replaced her in the aff'ections of Adam
'and started on her journey across the ages to found the religion of

murderers. Through her influence, the first-born child of her rival

became assassin of his own brother.

Among modern dramatizations of this ancient legend, Remy de

Gourmont's Lilith (1891-2) merits sj'tecial mention. This pla\- is

the biblical story of the creation and fall of man retold in dramatic

form with great skill by a sensual sceptic. The author fabricated

the revolting scenes of his ])lay from the legends recorded in the

mystical writings of the Jews. In this play, Lilith. though created

'^ See R. P. Dow: "The Vengeful Brood of Lilith and Samael." Bulletin

of flic Brooklyn Entonwlor/ica! Society. XII (1917), 1-9.

"^ The "Bibliography of Lilith," published by A. S. Freidu.s in the Bulletin

of the Brooklyn Hntoniolof/ical Society, XII (1917), 9-12, contains a caption
"Lilith in Modern Literature," to which the reader is referred. Wc will add
the following titles unknown to this compiler : Edmund W. Putnam, Lilith,

Epos. 1907: G. S. Viereck, "Queen Lilith" (in his The Candle and the Flame),
1912: Carl Macleod Boyle. Where Lilith Dances. 1920; Wilhelm Jensen,
"Lilith" (in his Gedichtc). 1869: Marcellus Emants. Lilith (translated into
German in 1895 by Anna Crons) ; Wilhelm Kloos, Lilith Trininphatrix (trans-
lated into German by L. Hauser).
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by the Lord as Adam's helpmeet, never shared the bed and board

of our common ancestor. She displeased her Creator by sensuality,

which she asserted from the very moment of her birth, and for this

reason she was handed over to Satan. As soon as this woman

opened her eyes, she immediately asked to be led to man in order to

satisfv her appetites. \Mien the Lord announced to her that as a

punishment she would never know man, she defiantly declared that

woman always gained what she wished. Being banished to hell to

keep company with the fallen angel, Lilith, not satisfied with the

unfruitful caresses of her infernal husband, succeeded in seducing

Adam at the moment when Satan soiled the mother of men in the

form of a serpent.

This interpretation of the fall in Eden is based on an ancient

Jewish tradition, which interprets the sin of our ancestors as

sensualitA-. The Slavonic version of the Book of Enoch already

states that Satan committed adulter}- with Eve. The Cabala, which

also interprets the biblical story of the gastronomical temptation as

an allegorv, goes a step further and represents the sin of Adam and

Eve as a twofold debauchery. The Zohar expressly states that

Adam and Eve led a uictiagc a qitatrc with Samael and Lilith. At

the moment when the demon debauched the»mother of mankind, the

demoness ofl:'ered her beauty to the founder of the human race. In

another Cabalistic work, the demon is named Leviathan, and his

consort is called Heva. Other mystical writings represent Leviathan

as a sort of androgyn\'. of whom Samael was the male incarnation

and Lilith or Heva the female. From the illicit union of Adam and

Lilith issued legions of larves, succubi and elemental spirits, who

filled the earth in order to corrupt the human race but who will be

annihilated at the end of time.

The stor\' of Adam's domestic troubles has also been treated by

Robert Browning in Adam, Lilith and Eve (1883), by George

Bernard Shaw in Back to Methiisaleh (1921), by Andre Spire in

Samael (1921 ), by John Erskine in Adam and E\e (1927), and by

]^Iurrav Sheehan in Eden (1927).

The fatal power of Lilith is not limited to new-born infants.

She offers a greater danger to men, particularly in their youth. In

Eastern tradition, Lilith, as princess of the succubi, is primarily a

seductress of men. "Lilith," savs Langdon, "is the Semitic name
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for the beautiful and licentious unmarried harlot who seduces men

in streets and tields.'"''

Lilith was so beautiful, so overpowering in ])h\sical charms and

intellectual gifts, that she was known everywhere in the Orient and

came to be worshipped. It may be remarked in passing that a kind

of Lilith-worship also existed in southern Europe during the seventh

century, just as demon-worship has sporadically broken out in al-

most every European country and still exists toda_\- among the

Yezidis of Asia Minor and among j^rimitive tribes in other ])arts of

the world. 1"

Eastern Tradition declares that Lilith, the queen of hell, dis-

guised as the Queen of Sheba, tempted Solomn with her beauty and

wit.^^ If the wisest of men fell a victim to her charms, how can

poor mortals resist? It is said in fact that no man ever escaped

the siren seductions of this deviless. Her beauty has attracted

countless poets and painters who vied with one another to draw

her portrait.

Many indeed are the inspired i)oetical and pictorial representa-

tions of her infernal ?\Iajesty. Dante Gabriel Rossetti has, b\- both

his arts, celebrated the beauty of this diabo-lady.^'-^ G. W'idmann.

in his poem, Dcr Hciligc*\tiid die Ticrc ( 1906 ), speaks in enthusiastic

terms of the beautv of Lilith. The Spanish novelist, Emilo Carrere.

has written a novel about her eyes (Jos Ojos dc la Diablcsa. 1913).

I kit the remarkable thing about her person is her hair. I'en .^ira

states that Lilith was beautiful with long black hair. A\ hen Lilith

arrived among the Xordics, she realized that gentlemen ])refer

blondes and so apparently dyed her hair. Rossetti, in his sonnet,

"Lilith," describes her with golden locks. 15ut in the meshes of her

hair lurk a multitude of evil spirits. This demoness cannot be pnjud

of her feet. Ikit, as .Anatole France has well remarked, she is clexer

enough to "hide her cloven hoof under a trailing skirt embroidered

with pearls" (Ic Jardui d'Epicure, 1894).

'* Cf. Stephen H. Langdon : 'ra))inutz and Ishfar (Oxford, 1914), p. 74.

Lilith originally was not a harlot, although the temple harlot often passed
herself off in the darkness as a lilitu. a "night-lady." See Josephus : Jewish
Antiquities (XVIII, iii. 4) for such tricks and for the popular credulity with
regard to the cohabitation of gods with mortals.

1" See the article "The Synagogue of Satan," p. 7?)Z.

^1 The kernel of the legend of the Queen of Sheba is in 1 Kings .\. 1 ff.

On this legend, consult J. Halevy: la Lec/endc de la Reine de Saha. ( Annuairc
dc I'Ecolc dcs Halites Etudes. Section des Sciences liistoriques et philoso'

f^hiqucs.) Paris, 1905.

1- On Rossetti's portraval of Lilith. read Lafcadio Hcarn's A f^l'reeiatioiis

of Poetry (New York, 1916), pp. 97-8.
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Lilith has not evident!}- lost allure through the centuries. Her

fascinations still operate on all who behold her. Daniel Hefof had

this devil-damsel in mind when he >aid. ".\ lady-devil is abcnU as

dangerous a creature as one could meet."' Like all beautiful women,

this "accursed damozel" has a heart of ice. She uses her gulden

hair to captivate the young men ; and the youth who loves her always

dies, and after his death a single hair is found twisted around his

heart, as described in Rossetti's sonnet.

XMien Faust beheld Lilith in the W'alpurgis Xight, Mei)his-

topheles warned him against her charm> in the following words :

"Beware the lure within her lo\el\- tresses.

The splendid sole adornment of her hair!

\\'hen she succeeds therewith a youth to snare,

Xot soon again she frees him from her jesses."

( Faust i. 4120-23.

)

According to certain demonologists. Lady Lilith has not Ijeen

exempt from the law to which all tlesh is subject. She, too, could

not withstand the ra\ages of time. .Vlthough in her younger days a

woman of great beauty, she has now I)ecome a regular hell-hag.

Xo demon of hell is a match for her in ugliness and wickedness.

This Lilith forms the subject of the |)oem entitled The Diabo-Lady,

or a Match in Hell, which was written in England in 1777 and

"dedicated to the Worst Woman in her Majesty's Dominions."

Richard (larnett, in Madam Lucifer (1888), paints a very unflatter-

ing portrait of the King-Devil's better or bitter half, of whom, as

he says, he is "a thousand times more afraid . . . than of all the saints

in the calendar." Kornel Makuszynski, in Another Paradise Lost

and Recjained { 1926), represents Satan's spouse as a regular shrew,

a monument of ancient art, as her husband humorously calls her.

* *

In every legend there is some bit of eternal veritw What is

there symbolic in this Lilith legend : how is it to be appraised and

interpreted? Evidently Lilith as the hrst wife of Adam is the

symbol of "first love remembered." It is a well-known fact that a

man rarel\' marries the first woman he has loved whether in reality

or in reverie. Lilith rei>resents the ideal woman of man's dreams.

She is ever}' man's dream-wife, in a word, perfection in petticoats.

Each of us has in his heart, as Flaubert has said, a chamber for a

queen, which is almost always left vminhabited. The woman we
marry does not seem to occupy it. But often in our dreams this

"nocturnal specter" enters into this chamber bringing with her a

breath of air from a supernatural world.



INDIAN PHILOSOPHY IN ITS DIVERGENCE FROM THE
SPIRIT OF THE CONTEMPORARY \\'EST (I)

BY EDWARD L. SCHAUB

THE philosopher Fichte spoke from deUberate conviction when
he variously declared that the kind of philosophy one chooses

depends upon the kind of person one is. To him it seemed

that, basically, there are two types of men, and two alone. This led

him to substitute for the threefold classification of philosophies

advanced by Kant, a dual division. Whereas his predecessor had

differentiated dogmatic, skeptical and critical philosophies, Fichte

insisted that every philosophical system is dominated either by an

insistence upon human freedom or by the thesis of universal de-

terminism. Given a man who exhibits intellectual spontaneity and

is aware thereof, and who possesses conscious aims which he

ardently pursues in the face of physical and mental lethargv and of

environmental oppositions; given a man who is genuinely self-

conscious, self-directing and self-critical, who sifts data for their

truth value and reaches out in intellectual exploration, and who
passes judgment upon himself and his world; given a self who is

truly in possession of himself, and we have a person who is in-

vincibly committed to a metaphysics and a social philosophy of

freedom. Such a person can understand why the one of the con-

trary type holds to the view he does. He can understand why one

who has never with freedom acquired selfhood and spontaneitv, and

who consequentl}' identifies himself with substances and things,

inevitably maintains what Fichte variously characterized as a sub-

stantive, a materialistic, and a deterministic world-view. But as to

the error of this view the self-consciously free spirit is as fully

convinced as he is luminously aware of its causes.

These contentions of Fichte obviously grow out of an interpreta-

tion of the self that is essentially individualistic, and the present
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writer, for one, finds much of value in them. They should, however,

not obscure the fact that for certain purposes it may be more

significant to trace differences in world-views along other lines. It

may not be gainsaid that philosoph}- in general feeds upon the

concrete facts of life, and reckons with the numerous areas of ex-

perience organized through the operation of practical and theoretical

interests. Man, for example, requires food, shelter, and safety, and

these he must win through practical adjustments to and through

manipulation of his environment. The most advanced as well as the

most primitive thus possess habits, aptitudes, systems of practices

and bodies of ideas that constitute an important sector of life.

This sector is social in the sense that it has acquired its character

through activities in which the individual has co-operated with his

fellows, and through the pressure of traditions and norms sustained

by the group. As moulded by the features of the real world in which

life is carried on, it may be differentiated from a set of ideas and

practices, from myths, tales and taboos, which arise from the play

of imagination that is largely uncontrolled by the stubborn actual-

ities of the existing environment, and that assume organization

through the forces of fear and other emotions of thwarted and

half-formed desires, of hopes and present needs. Still again, in

the history of human culture there gradually emerge a variety of

activities, a body of ideas, and a characteristic outlook—a sector of

experience—that we have come to call aesthetic. This, in turn, may

be demarcated from sets of interest that are theoretic and scientific,

or more stricth' social and ethical, or essentially religious and

cosmic.

Xow philosoph}' may not safely neglect an\- phase of human

experience. It becomes significant in proportion to the compre-

hensiveness, as well, of course, as to the success with which it in-

terprets and synthesizes the facts, and more particularly the organ-

izing interests and categories, of all the departments of individual-

social life and thought. But philosophers, like other people, see

and achieve only in part. As a matter of fact, their conclusions

take shape under the predominating influence now of this and again

of another field of concrete experience. According to the latter,

therefore, and to the range and degree of the organization of the

facts that fall therein, will be the resultant world-view, or at least

certain important features of this view that enable us significantly

to compare and to contrast it with rival doctrines. Among different
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peoples, and at different epochs, however, different areas of activit\

and interest have tended to exercise the dominant role. To the

extent that this has occurred, we are apt to hnd more or less general

drifts in those systems of ideals and facts that comprise the world-

view.

If we keep in mind these facts, an interesting and a significant

contrast is revealed when we compare, in a very large and general

way, the contemporary thought currents of the West, and par-

ticularly of America, with the outlook which is often broadl)' char-

acterized as Indian. The former, it becomes clear, have their basis,

to a unique degree, in the experiences of practical and ethical life

and activity, and find their logical orientation primarily in science,

more specifically in the natural sciences ; the latter, on the other

hand, is peculiarly dominated by features of the religious conscious-

ness. As a confirmatory fact, it might be pointed out that in so far

as our own present American philosophy ventures at all beyond the

technical consideration of particular problems to broad metaphysical

construction, or to a comprehensive social philosophy, it in the main

does so without first consulting the deliverances of the specificall\-

religious consciousness. Even philosophical interpretations of re-

ligion are in a large measure based upon metaphysical conclusions

derived from sources which, however extensive, fail to include the

facts of religious experience or the generalizations reached through

a comparative, historical or psychological study of them. That re-

ligious attitudes and expressions represent facts, and that the com-

parative, historical, sociological and psychological treatments of

them offer considerations, no less significant for the larger tasks

of philosophy than other facts and other methodically reached con-

siderations, seems to be c|uite disregarded by perhaps even the

majority of our \\'estern thinkers. In the case of India, on the other

hand, the articulation of philosophy and religion seems so close at

times as to defy any clear separation of the two. Religion, it would

seem, has continued to be perhaps the chief cultural influence, and

the primary source of the content as well as the inspiration of

philosophy, while the latter has discharged its debt by transforming

and yet sustaining, by purging and yet confirming, the pivotal

affirmations of the religious consciousness. Garbe has even con-

tended, with respect to India, that "not only has the most absolute

freedom of thought always prevailed, but also philosophical specula-

tion, even in its boldest forms, has placed itself in accord w'ith the
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popular religion to an extent never ai,Min realized on earth between

these two powers. "•

The contrast thus alleged demands elaboration, and the affirma-

tion of its existence requires defense. Especially is this the case

because the allegation is made in the face of a i)enetrating studv

which Professor Radhakrishnan has recently published under the

title. The Reign of Religion in Contemporary Philosophy. In this

volume, Professor Radhakrishnan deals with the pluralistic s} stems

lately current in Western philosophw lie points out the \va\- in

which they diverge from what he considers to be the natural con-

clusion of sound, impartial philosophizing, namel\-, monistic idealism.

These deviations he then ascribes to what he calls the "reign of re-

ligion" but characterizes as "the interference of religious prejudice."

It might thus >eem that Professor Radhakrishnan finds religion

potent precisely where we have just declared it to pla\- a relatively

subordinate part ; and it might further seem that, whereas he regards

as deleterious that impact of religion which he discovers, we shall

intimate it to be a loss that the influence of religion upon our thought

and culture is not relatively greater than it appears to be. Instead

of indicating any strictures we might have upon the conclusions of

Professor Radhakrishnan. or of entering upon an examination of

the extent to which that which we ha\e already said or ma\- still

ha\e to sa}' does ultimately diverge from his conclusions, let us

merely point out that, while Professor Radhakrishnan's primarv,

e\"en though not exclusive, gaze is upon Europe, our jioint of fixation

i- America, with Europe as marginal. ]\Ioreover. while he singles

out for consideration those philosophical systems which expovmd

pluralistic theism, we shall be concerned not with these exclusively

but more generally with such liberalistic and humanistic doctrines as

seem most clearly to reflect and most directl}' to afl:ect our present

cultural life. Furthermore, and more importantp-, the term 're-

ligion" as used by Professor Radhakrishnan does not designate the

same form of consciousness or body of facts which we have in mind.

Let us then undertake an inspection of the religious conscious-

ness, directing our attention particularly to some lines of considera-

tion connected with its salient features. \\'hile we shall aspire to

all possible brevity in our description, some amount of detail and of

elaboration will be necessary if we are to realize our aim of prepar-

ing the way for what we shall wish to emphasize, in the paper which
1 Garbe. The Philosophy of Aiiciciif India, p. 24.
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is to follow, in connection with Indian philosophy. Now, religion,

obviously, is psychologically an extremely complicated phenomenon.

Anthropologically and sociologically, it has appeared in an enormous

variety of forms, widely divergent whether we pay regard to its

cognitive, conative, or emotional phases, to its myths and creeds, its

cults and impact upon life, or its reverberations in the feelings of

its devotees. Historically, it has exhibited change and growth which,

though perhaps not as rapid as the transformations in other phases

of culture, are nevertheless as deep-going. Religion, in its factual

as distinguished from its normative connotation, therefore repre-

sents a domain in which every generalization, like all dehnition.

suffers from a certain degree of arbitrariness, and thus lays itself

open-to possible objection.

Little, therefore, may be predicated of religion if the predication

is intended as sweepingly universal. Nevertheless, one may with

some assurance insist that in the main, whether in its more primitive

or its more advanced forms, the religious consciousness involves as

one of its features man's awareness that he is living in a power-

world, and that he must orient and adjust himself thereto as best

he may. The controlling power or powers, as he indeed with some

measure of clearness realizes, are but inadequately understood by

him, or are perhaps even deemed to be incomprehensible. Yet he

is convinced of their existence, and at every given time he believes

that he knows so much of their character as is implied by acts and

attitudes to which he has been led, and to which he subsequently

feels constrained, in relation to them. Religion, that is to say—at

least in the greater number of cases—is an experience in which the

individual, as a psychological matter of fact, is conscious of an

objective realit\', and of the fact that an essential feature of this

reality is its extraordinary power, a power supernormal in its degree

and portentous in its bearing upon the well-being of the individual

and his group. Indeed, subject to the reservations always necessary

when speaking of religion in general, one may safely say that it

involves man's conscious and practical attitude to the realit\- that for

him is ultimate, and that is peculiarly and mysteriously related to

the events of nature and to man's vital concerns.

Such being the case, the reality with which the religious

consciousness is concerned is by it conceived in terms not alone of

power but also of value. This aspect of value, indeed, has of late

received increasing recognition. Whether under the influence of
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Ritschlians and other post-Kantians, or of Hoeffding's fruitful

thesis that rehgion is essentiail}- faith in the conservation of vahies,

or whether because of vohintaristic psychologies which give to in-

terests a priority over ideas, recent students of religion have even

tended to stress its value aspect to the point of one-sitledness.

It is our contention that the object of which the individual is

conscious in his religious experience possesses for him the attributes

both of power and of value. It is supremely real, if indeed it is not

the ultimate being; it is practically significant : it more and more

acquires the traits deemed loftiest at the time ; eventualK' it becomes

the indissoluble synthesis of the irrefragably real and the trul}- ideal.

Kant resolved the basic human questions into three : what can I

know, what ought I to do, and what may I hope. These questions

are all of serious moment to the genuine religious consciousness. In

its most highly developed forms, pronouncedly when its mystical

element comes to the fore, it insists that absolute truth is attainable

(though—be it marked—in the specific sense only that ultimate

reality is accessible to man), that duty is not an illusion, and that

desire, wdien conscious of its deepest requirements, may be funda-

mentally satisfied. A completely ascendent religious mvsticism

affirms a type of experience which fulfills man's supreme cognitive

aims and also his desiderative and volitional life. Difficult paradoxes

and intellectual puzzlements here present themselves. These center

about the fact that actualities, as Baldwin develops in considerable

detail in his Genetic Logic, "are what we discover, whether we de-

sire them or not," whereas desire looms large in the texture of

ideals. In the teeth of all difficulties, however, religion has tended

stubbornly to resist any suggestion that it relinquish in its object

the aspect either of actuality or of value. Both power and good-

ness, it firmly maintains, are essential to its object.

The religious consciousness, therefore, is not to be interpreted,

as it so commonly has been of late, in terms of escape from reality.

The very contrary is the case. Religion is an earnest and a stubborn

C[uest for truth and reality. It is convinced that anv conception

which reason shows to the untenable must be discarded, however

deeply it may have become rooted in emotion and life. For, it is

staunch in the faith that only the real can completelv and per-

manently satisfy that which is deepest in us. In matters of creed,

as w^ell as of feeling and practical concern^ it voices the determina-

tion expressed in Job's tragically heroic resolve that "though He
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slav me, vet will I trust Him." The developed religious con-

sciousness would seem to acquiesce only in that which most fully,

indeed which completel}', satisfies man's deepest recpurements.

Its object is one believed to interpret the courses of histor\'

and of nature, to embody whatever man's self-conscious reason

leads him to value and reverence, and to guarantee unalloyed

bliss. It may, to repeat, not be denied that such a faith sets to

philosophy tasks of extraordinary, if not completely baffling, com-

plexity. And it must be confessed that not even a Plato, and no

subsequent philosopher, has as yet resolved with more than partial

success the various antinomies presented by religion. Nevertheless,

religion continues as a perpetual refusal to divorce power from

perfection, reality from ideality.

Xor will religion consent to a severance of its supremely real

and worthful object from the lives of finite individuals. On the

contrary, it declares the possibility of a human existence permeated

bv the divine spirit ; and such an existence it is disposed to require,

its conviction being that blindness and sinfulness are involved

whenever the finite reserves any remnant of himself in isolation from

the divine. To certain religious mystics, indeed, the life of man.

in its apical experiences certainl\-, if not throughout, represents the

very pulsations of God. Nevertheless, there are spiritual require-

ments which impel even the religious mystic to a contrary attitude,

to an advocacy of and a struggle for the jM-eservation of selfhood

and individuality. Here again paradoxes and moral perplexities are

engendered. The intellect is confronted with the perennial question,

in one of its aspects, of the one and the many. ^lorally, there is a

tension between the demand for the free determination and exercise

of dutv on the part of volitional agents and the craving for divine

guidance and control, or. at any rate, the need—if life is to be at its

fullest—for unreserved dedication to a superfinite which for the

individual must be the all in all.

The religious consciousness, thus, holds fast to various aftirma-

tions which to it are all fundamental even though they are not easil\-

reconciled. In its impact upon the philosophic quest, therefore, it

arouses deep discontent with metaphysical systems which adopt the

easy course of singling out and treating as basic certain s|)ecific fea-

tures of realitv and of disregarding all that seems incompatible there-

with. It challenges the thinker to a more catholic view and to more

arduous reflection; it stirs him to persist in the face of all obscurities
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and defiant difficulties, in order that his thought mav do justice to

the fullness of the reality which presents itself to the religious de-

votee in his most serious and most satisfying experience.

\\ ith this we pass to another of the lines of consideration alluded

to above. Religion, as just noted, disallows to philosophy any ready

acquiesence in results achieved through the neglect of central fea-

tures of experience. Thus it prods the philosopher on to perpetual

etforts. This it does also through a further influence to which we
now advert. Religion involves a consciousness that the ultimate

object transcends present comprehension. To quote from Rudolf

Otto's A\ifuraHsiu and Rcligioji, "religion seeks depth in things,

reaches out toward what is concealed, uncomprehended. m\steri(nis.

It is more than humility; it is piety. And piety is experience of

myster}-." Religion has repeated!}- proclaimed that the wavs of the

Divine are not our ways, as we have come to understand them ; nor

are its thoughts our thoughts. For it. the nature of the Divine is

not fully—or perhaps, as it is sometimes alleged, not at all—learned

by observation or analysis of any particular reality that has come
within our ken. Hence the Sorbonne was acting in defense of one

of the convictions of the religious consciousness at the time when
it rejected as heresy the doctrine that it is possible to "know" God.

Instructive at this point it is to note that A\'undt"s extensive re-

searches and penetrating psychological analvses as reported in his

\ olkerpsychologie led him to the doctrine that the god of religion

is a synthesis of the hero with that mysterious creation of the

emotions which he designated the 'demon.' The distinguished

American ps^xhologist of religion Leuba has also insisted that

"mysteriousness and avvefulness always belong to gods, and man's

relations with gods will be more or less deeply colored with awe."

Let the Divine receive embodiment in specific imager\- or material

representation, or let it acquire definite formulation in a creed, and
there is bound shortly to arise a vital religious spirit to declare that

that which was accepted as Divine is but an idol, a figment of an

all too limited experience and of a religious need but imperfectlv

conscious of its own requirements.

It is reported that Paul, coming in his long missionarv journevs

to Athens, found there among its several temples devoted to the

gods of Greek mythology, one dedicated to the unknown God. The
latter he sought to make known rmto the people. But even his all

but consummate genius failed. Of the Athenians, onlv a ver\- few
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seemed convinced; some mocked, and others, though stating that

they would hear him again on these matters, were left so unil-

lumined, and therefore apparently so indifferent, that Paul, in seem-

ing discouragement, departed from among them, leaving the folk

and their philosophers with the unknown God. \\'e allude to this

incident only for purposes of illustration. Is it not the case that,

whenever any advanced people have found themselves with specific-

ally imaged gods, or with such as were with considerable complete-

ness understood by them, they have become profoundly dissatisfied,

and have felt an irresistible impulse either to reject their deities or

to supplement them with a further god essentially vmknown?

True it is that all religions living for long in the spirits of men,

have affirmed various attributes of their gods as they have come to

know them through one form or another of revelation, or it matters

not how. But no less true is it that in one way or another, and at

some point or another, they have persistently and stoutly declared

that no human thoughts or finite consciousness may express the

nature of the religious object, that the Divine in its essential nature

as such is qualitatively other than the limited realities accessible to

our comprehension, is somehow genuinely transcendent of finite ex-

istence and of human apprehension.

It has often been noted that religion has been fed by man's sense

of the mysterious. Here we are concerned merely to suggest that

religion has in turn sustained that by which it has been nourished.

For the life of philosophy, this, as we shall in our concluding paper

observe, is a fact of no little moment. Epochs and peoples that

preserve a living nexus or osmosis between religion and philosophy

possess not only a religion but likewise a philosophy essentially other

than is to be found where the connection is weakened or severed.

In its most characteristic and lofty forms, then, the religious

consciousness postulates a reality that synthesizes being and value

;

it insists upon a union of the human and the divine; and it is sensi-

tively alive to the fact of an uncomprehended, if not incompre-

hensible, presence, and to the lure of the mysterious in nature and

human experience. Its source is in the stirrings of a dissatisfied or

rent soul; its emphasis oscillates between the attitude of the self to

its world and the bearing of the world upon the self; its promise is

salvation and realization.

To be sure, the term religion covers a great variety of phe-

nomena. In part the variations are due to the fact that in its
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relation to other elements of the cultural life, as well as to philos-

ophy, religion has in some cases been primarily active and formative.

and has therefore preserved its essential integrity ; whereas, in other

cases, the conditions are reversed—numerous cultural elements have

developed in considerable independence of religion and have in the

course of time put their stamp upon the latter. Thus, the religious

outlook of India has pretty much preserved its unique—and not

merely its traditional—quality, and its essential integrity; that of

present day America, on the other hand, is strongly dominated by

the influences of industrialism, of the democratic ideal of society,

and of ethical requirements. In the former case, religion's function

is connected with man's endeavor to transcend the world and his

own present state of being; in the latter case, it is widely held that

the proper aim of religion (as indeed only less fully that of philos-

ophy ) is to effect desirable changes in the phy>ical and the social

environment.

Generalizations, to be sure, are perilous and they become doubly

so when employed in the drawing of contrasts or even of compari-

sons. Yet, when we consider what is typically Indian in relation to

what is today generally prevalent in America, certain important

dififerences emerge, at least in degree of emphasis, as respects the

relations of philosophy and culture to religion.

How the features of the religious consciousness as sketched

above have reflected themselves in the philosophy of India and

have thus led to a divergence of the latter from the spirit of the

contemporary A\'est. will appear in some detail in the second part

of our studv.



THE ART OF RELIGION'
BV S. I. ROSENBERG

''T^O art has traditionally been assigned the position as handmaid

J- of religion: even a cursory acquaintance with the vast amount

of writing in this field will make the general acceptance of this

relationship apparent. Only as recently as the positivist school, art

was postured in this subordination to religion, and still anthrop-

ologists have been reluctant to consider art and religion as being

more closely related both in origin and career: to them religion has

alwaAS been the womb that conceived and the breast that has

nourished art.

Religion, however, had its genesis in the same impulses as art

:

before ever art was, was the germ of the esthetic need of art, and

the emotional fountain head of the arts received its first expression

in the art of religion. For religion has been a svncretism of the

arts, synthesized skillfully and deftly to provide ex]:)ression for all

the emotions of mankind: to primitive man it offered means for the

expression of his desire for rain or his dumb jov at victorv, to

more modern man it has oft'ered a shadowless, glimmering land

wherein he may erect his ideals and the ultimate goal of his

frustrate aspirations. Religion has been the art of expressing man's

emotions and aspirations.

The oldest religions of which we have knowledge are those of

Central Australia and though these are remote in time and form

from truly primitive religions whatever speculations and notions of

primitive religions we may have are conjectural deductions from

the religions of the natives of these regions.

It has been observed that a player who throws a ball to the left

when he desired it to go the right will lean to the right as if to

influence the ball to swerve from its course. The connection of
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this psychological phenomenon with imitative rites such as the simple

rain ritual is manifest: the making of an imitation shower is merely

the instinctive expression of a powerful emotional anxiety caused

by a draught which may mean famine and consequent starvation.

Thus the motive lies not so much in the hope for the efficacy of the

rite as in the rehef it offers to the pent up apprehension lest the

draught be fatal, for all strong emotion tends and seeks to find

expression in action.

However abstruse may be the purpose and character of the

present Intichiuma and other rituals, their remarkably imitative

nature has been stressed by Strehlow and other investigators, and

consequently the problem of the origin of these rituals as emotional

expression has been simplified, for it may readily be seen that they

had their cause in the same psychological instinct as the swer\e of

the ball player, and were originally an expression of an emotion.

That the ritual of the Wollunqua snake is still a celebrative affair

is obvious and it is not much less manifest that it had its genesis in

a purely rejoicing activity such as would occur at the close of the

agricultural season or after a victory, and was primarily a spon-

taneous expression of powerful emotion.

One can appreciate these dances as means of emotional relief:

after the men have been chanting awhile the fires all about the

clearing are lit, and the whirling, crackling laughter or the huge

fiames, their fitful, momentary gleams of bright light and beams of

white cleaving the gloom of night, the flickering black tracings

fluttering over the clearing, the whelming, monstrous roaring of the

bull roarers, the exotic, rhythmic, clashings of the boomerangs, the

mad cries and hoarse screams of the men and the wild abandon of

the dance pulse pizicati through the veins of all.

In its incipience this dance undoubtedly merited the name of art.

For to "primitive man, to whom esthetic needs are no more foreign

than to civilized man . . . primitive dance is the most immediate,

most perfect and most efficient expression of primitive esthetic

feeling."^

And so we perceive that in Central x\ustralia religion and art

were indistinguishably joined in this primitive dance, which became
a definitely religious celebration as time went on and the periodicity

which marks ritual crept in ; for questionless, when the dance was
1 Groos, Beginnings of Art.
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appreciated as a festivity and opportunity for emotional relief all

occasions for revelry found the dance useful. And forthwith the

continued repetition of the dance gave rise to tradition, to legendary

and half true tales of previous dances, and about the festival was

woven the subtile gossamer of tradition and associative legends.

And here art and religion part, to be more distant relatives here-

after, for the life of a true religion could not be the life of an art.

For the fine arts became the form for expression of a select few:

art entailed virtuosity, restraint, and labor. Religion, with its far

flung bournes, offered channels of expression for all, art was

fastidious in selecting its votaries. But religion availed itself of its

former relationship with art, and employed all the arts from per-

fuming to architecture, and upon the loom of poetry spun the

shimmering silk of mythology to soothe the restlessness which be-

came ever increasingly incurable. For here the interminable hot

flow of religions shamelessly and brazenly borrowed from the arts

techniques of incense burning and chanting and the various forms

of its ritual ; and a mythology to satisfy emotions which could find

no rest in sensual beauty.

There is a fallacious notion cjuite universally current that there

exists an emotion intrinsically and ciuintessentially religious, a notion

analoguous to that which would classify all melancholy as poetic in

its essence because of Shelley's lyric. Thus we find in so standard

a book as I'arry's Evolution of the Art of Music the statement:

"It can hardh' be denied that music was called into existence by

religious feelings as well as by any of which human creatures are

capable."

An emotion is essentially a dynamic force, described or formed

only by the matter or incident which has aroused it, and religious

or poetic only by the expression it receives. Thus awe at the

western summer sky where a setting sun rears its splendid state

in vivid blood shot clouds and soft roseate distances may be ex-

pressed by a poem, making the awe secondarily poetic, or it may be

expressed b\' communion with a god, the emotion being then sec-

ondarily religious.

Thus the emotion stirred by the sublime slow swell of an organ

in a cathedral suft'used by the golden red "dim religious light" of

sunlight sifting softened through the rose crimson windows is

translated into the terminology of religion because of the religious
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setting and the mental associations which chister about the emotion

;

the same emotion can be called up again by the sight of a large

swollen yellow moon dripping molten gold into the purple intinit\- of

an August night alive with furious stars, and it will not, probably,

find expression religiousl}-.

Besides imaginative associations which make certain emotions

find expression religiously, there is the fact that for all emotional

people there is in every experience something revelatory or noetic.

All experience is in its ultimacy mystical, prior to analysis, for it

is ineffable : when an experience becomes highly emotional there is

always concomitant with it a revelatory quality which is for its

experiencer valid and undeniable. Being emotional at core, all

esthetic experience also is mystical, and mystics have invariably

drawn from the mother sea of pain, beauty, and love for their

mystical experiences. In the bitterness of pain and the fierce pulsing

of agony they have felt the maiming llame of pain to purge the dross

from existence and leave them febrile and tense in the dazzling bril-

liance of realitv. In the moment of stark emotion following the

perception of beaut\' as a lucid and luminous vision they have felt

themselves transported for a fieeting tantalizing glimpse of a world

fierce with unimaginable flames of color, silver snarls of music

holding the soul in an inhuman bewitchment, leaving them struggling

and helpless in the warm whelming realit}'. In a moment of ineffable

love everything coalesces into a harmony of mellitous melting love-

liness, one forgives everything, and it would be strange not to for-

give, leaving the soul burning and trembling in this translucent

moment of reality.

Hence, for a person educated in a religious tradition the noetic

quality of the emotion is translated immediatel\' into the language

of his religion. The delusory sensation of a presence, of receiving

divine knowledge, of having known something or someone unearthlv

is transformed into union with a god, into divine revelation from

Christ. Professor Coe has expressed this aptly: "The mystic brings

his religious convictions to the mystical experience he does not

derive them from it." Lowie has proven quite incontrovertiblv that

the religious experience is a matter of social tradition : our religious

imaginations and emotions and experiences are moulded according

to the form of our social heritage.

But religion has utilized the fact that esthetic emotions are al-
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wavs at their core mystical, and hence rehgion has been amply

supplemented by art. Thus we have the Indian sand paintings,

the distinctive Egyptian religious art, and the Greek art. For the

history of institutionalized ideals and methods for the expression

of emotion pullulates with exemplary instances of the employment

of the mystical value of estheticism to augment the religious ex-

periences. Questionless the superior popularity Alahayana Buddhism

enjoyed over Hinayanaism finds its cause to a great extent in the

introduction of Boddhisatvas and iconography.

Music has been universally used by religions for emotional ex-

citation which the circumstances and religious imaginative associa-

tions transform into religious ecstacy and fervor. So, in the wor-

ship of Cybele, on the "day of Blood" "The barbaric music of the

clashing cymbals, rumbling drums, droning horns and screaming

ifutes"- all playing in an intense exotic rhythm, aroused the on-

lookers and holiday spectators to such pitches of excitement that,

stirred by the flowing blood of the priests, the men would leap

forward and castrate themselves on the spot.

The extensive use of music at negro revival meetings, the im-

portance of the cantor on the more important solemn holidays of

Judaism, and of organ music in the church today all testify to the

importance of this supplementation of religion by art.

Courteously enough, the aid art has lent to religion is returned

in the imaginative stimulus religion yields to art. On the creative

side, the rich mythology of religion and the opulence of legendary

figures has been an everlasting source and inexhaustible mother sea

of themes for the artist. Art has drawn ceaselessly from the store

of religious lore in its search for subjects, and religion has lent its

treasures for the genius of art to make use of, it has been a mold

into which art has been poured, and about which art in certain eras

has centered. In some instances it may be that religion has been

one of the impulses to artistic creation, the emotional power of

religion finding its expression in poetry, and providing a secondarx-

motive concomitant with the poet's desire to create. Thus ap-

parently John Keble and Gerard Hopkins were actually urged to

write their religious poems by an impulse quite apart from the

creative desire; thus also Fra Bartolomeo felt that his adoration

of God found most satisfactory expression through his painting.

So religion has offered both the stimulus for creation from its emo-

- Frazer, Golden Bough.
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tional power and from its mythology the mold into which the

artistic efforts were directed, although religion has more often been

the source of subject matter than of dynamic impulse to art.

But in the appreciation of painting and poetry and music religion

has been a potent and moving factor. Art, ideally, should be appre-

ciated not for what it says or represents but for the manner in

which it says and represents. The degree of success achieved b\

the artist, in utilizing and conquering his medium should be the

norm of esthetic appreciation, if any norm is possible. Deplorably,

such esthetic judgment by precision and justice in poetry and paint-

ing and music is but a chimerical ideal for most of us. We are too

apt to respond sensitively to the object represented, to lose ourselves

in Schwarmerei upon hearing a Tchaikowski symphony, to exclaim

at the emotion of Earnest Dowson and Wilfred Owen rather than

at the artistic perfection. Thus the religious peripherx- about the

painting of The Madonna sets into motion all the imaginative

faculties and arouses the emotional responses which we are accus-

tomed to vield religion. This gossamer and tenuous weaving of

emotions plavs like a radiant wreath about the painting and yields

it a power which otherwise its artistic flaws would prevent. A per-

fectlv executed picture of a dead fish will never arouse the reaction

a less excellently done painting of the descent from the cross will

evoke. All the love, awe and adoration which our social background

and religious training has so sedulously cultivated spring willy nilly

to lend lure and enchantment to the picture, all the rich lore of tra-

dition is remembered again, and all the imaginative mythology

elaborated about the painting.

As the spontaneity and verve of ritual was lost, there sprang up

as interpretations and rationalisations of acts that were once irra-

tional eruptive expressions of emotions an opulence of mythology

and theolog}'. This function of mythology is apparent in the ex-

planation it offers for the worship of a mirror in a Shinto temple.

The legend runs that the Sun, upon her visit to earth in some way

left this mirror behind her and hence it is a symbol of the Sun. But

it is fairly obvious that the connection in the legend of the Sun and

the mirror has no firmer grounds than their resemblance, and the

legend has no other cause for existence than to make explicit the

otherwise silly custom of worshipping a mirror. In the same man-

ner the Eucharist, which may be traced to the mysterv rite of
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drinking and eating the flesh and blood of the slaughtered divine

animal in order to obtain its manna, has been the focus of a theology

which alone merits Christianity the rank of somewhat a superior

among mystery cults.

But the myth is invented in "satisfaction of deep religious

wants''^ quite apart from its function of rationalising and interpret-

ing irrational and incomprehensible acts. Mythology and theology

should rather be comprehended as artistic imaginary projections of

•human hunger for a perfection and happiness which are but transi-

torv and illusory in a chaotic reality. Theology and mythology are

the balm and opiate to soothe minds troubled with doubts and de-

siring calm peace and tranquil sanctuary. For many people for

whom the world appears as a strident, discordant confusion and

turbulencv and life is a torture chamber construct for the predelic-

tion of a monstrous saddist, theology and mythology oflrer another

world wherein they may wander in revery without fear of any

intruding realitv. When this life in the other world displaces the

life in reality a state akin to mysticism sets in. and the escape is

complete.

But distinct from this desire for complete escape there is another

dvnamic want which creates this land of mythology. For our

warped and thwarted existence on earth leaves us aching and

hungering for something which we feel is lacking; our lives seem

disjointed and incomplete fragments of some untinished symphony

:

as Tweedledum said "We are just part of the dream." But the

dream is dreamt by an idiot, it is incoherent ; and our lives seem a

monstrous anacoluthon, for which only mythology can be the grace-

ful correction. For mythology shows us as real and true our ideals

;

and shows us our circle of life swinging to a completion in a heaven

where all the lacunae of our earthly interlude are found carefully

constructed.

And in building this land of all our dreams come true, this quaint

tale of Cinderella, man has compensated himself for the minor role

he plays in mundane affairs by relegating to himself a lead in the

drama he has constructed as being more real than the concatenation

of unrelated events life appears to be. For him God has divided

waters and stilled the sun's motion ; man's sins are the grave concern

of divinity, and God has walked among men and suffered the searing

' Malinowski. The Myth in Priviitive Psychology.
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retchings of torment for man, so that man might dwell in loveliness

in the sweet symphon}' of heaven, the companion of (iod. In this

most dynamic of fair\- tales, -\\here no breath of intruding air from

reaHt\" might flutter the pleasing reticulation of delusions and

dreams, religion has found its most etificient aid for the healing by

mesmeric necromanc\- the ever recrudescent wound of living.

Almost numberless are the other techniques the art of religion

has employed, subordinate in importance and value to mythologw

but nevertheless extremely interesting: there are the techniques of

prayer and ritual, of sacraments, and most peculiarly religious is the

use of sacred languages. Thus we find Russia using Slavonic,

Judaism using Hebrew, and Pali is used by Hinduism and Latin

by Catholicism. This singular phenomenon of religion has its cause

in several psychological peculiarities of the human mind.

The most obvious explanation of the continued use of these obso-

lete tongues is that of tradition : man has ever been given to an

irrational veneration of and disinclination to alter anything which

has gathered about itself the cloak of time. Thus we find that while

Torahs in the early da_\s of Judaism were written in scrolls as a

matter of necessity, the\' continued to be written in this inefiicient

manner even after inventions would so greatl\- have facilitated their

reproduction in other forms.

However, this interpretation does not fully account for the use

of sacred languages, for e\en in the case of the scrolls there is the

fact that the writing is more difficult to read than ordinar\- script or

printing: and it would seem that a desire for obscuritv and mystifica-

tion enters into the causes for the retention of obsolete languages

and forms. Analogous to this desire for obscurity which is clear

only to the members of a bod}- is the use of mystic terms, svmbols,

and ("ireek letters to lend glamour to the institution characteristic

of secret societies and fraternities. Another instance of the use of

an unknown language may be found in opera : certainlv the presen-

tation of an opera in English detracts from its enjoyment bv English

speaking people.

Also there enters into the various causes for the use of sacred

languages the psychological fact which lends to the objects that

are different from those encountered in every-dav life a greater

holiness and attraction. Thus, a book is manifestlv not nearly so

impressive as a scroll and the ordinary, undistinguished language
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of the profane world lacks the lustre which an unusual language

possesses.

Evidently there is something about a sacred language, aside from

its practical value as in Judaism, where many of the prayers sound

stupid and meaningless in English, that lends glamour and appeal

to the institution that employs it and religion has availed itself of

this fact.

That the efficiency of most traditional contemporary religions is

so poor at present that their demise is close at hand is apparent to

any who have given thought to the subject. Reform Judaism is a

manifestation of a pathetic attempt to remain "au courant" and in

the hasty, sightless eagerness for reform decorum has been blindly

svibstituted for the spontaneity of Judaism, convention for fervor in

a deplorable misapprehension of the fundamental purposes of re-

ligion. Equally guilty on this score are the majority of modern

Christian sects : in the unintelligent anxiety for attendance they

have resorted to elision of desirable features and additions of

novelties basically valueless.

To prognosticate the religion which will rise up out of the

inchoate contemporary religious welter is both hazardous and otiose,

but it can be said with some degree of certainty that it will not be

the religion of beauty. It is true that at one time there existed and

for a brief career flourished a religion of estheticism, but its im-

press on society was always superficial and weak, for a religion of

beauty postulates as prerequisites a highly wrought aesthetic life, an

ability to make of all experience an end.

The seed of the sensitive plant of estheticism which bloomed to

a religion in the days of ^^^alter Pater and the Pre-Raphaelites

happened to fall upon an unusually fertile and immeasurably small

plot of land. To escape from a dissatisfying life not by idealism

or a spiritual religion but by exploiting the sensations and experi-

ences of life, to lose one's self in the emotional reverv of esthetic

experience, to be continually in the vague emotional excitation of

mystical experience is a life almost impossible except to a verv few

today.

To make a religion of beauty does not mean to apotheosize an

absolute beauty, to make a monotheistic god of the Beautiful, for

beauty is to us relative. A religion of beauty will have to be panthe-

istic in that it sees all beautiful things as aspects of a beauty in-
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trinsic in them. What it actually results in is the availing one's self

of cloudy tumultuous emotion of esthetic experience. "To burn

al\va\s with a hard, gem-like flame." It is essentially and ad-

mittedly a way of escape from life, and is hence a subversion of the

religious life of ideality.

Religion at present must provide expression for the less ob\ious

emotions of mankind. It must construct a dim, twilit land to be

the land of our heart's desire; it must }ield comfort and solace

to bruised aspirations and must heal them and permit them to

flourish unmolested, rising rich and strong from the bare ruins to

which the world has demolished them. It must be land of escape

from the flecks and flaws of the present world, but it must not be

a land in which innumerable murmuring streams run through a

dreamland lying forlorn of light, lulling us to an untroubled sleep.

It must be a land in which the dreams of perfection and ideaht\-

construct, however tenuously, visions of ideal perfections, and it is

to these constructions we are to escape. But let not these ideals be

too remote: the_\' must be ardent and sincere expressions of vital

and affective necessities and desires.

In our present industrial civilization, C()m[)licated bewilderinglv.

and apparently becoming augmentingi}- complex, a universal re-

ligion which will actually be religious for all is impossible. The
numberless intermeshing ties and obligations and duties, the increas-

ing and multipl} ing number of professions and occupations necessi-

tated by our highly involved society create desires and needs and

duties which attack each man dififerentl}-. Aspirations and hopes

are not so concentric as they were in a simple agricultural societv,

or an unindustrialized urban society. Complex organizations and a

\ariety of modes of life create complex ideals. The conditions

which necessitated the profound changes their religion underwent
in the adoption by a people of an urban life in place of a heretofore

rural life are still with us. In our civilization where modes of life

are so numerousl\' and deepl\- various, different religions will have

to be constructed to meet the needs of different groups.

Of the religion of piety as Santayana uses the word there is an

excellent example in contemporary industrialism in such movements
as Rotarianism. Its chief vitalizing current is a loyalty and attach-

ment to the existing order of things as it affects its members. It is

a glorying in the actualit}- of their milieu, and the\- achieve the
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paradox of mythologizing the actual and yet not detracting from

it? reality. It is the complacent religion of the Rotarian who

makes the pieties of his obsolescent religion subserve his more

dynamic religion, the religion of industrialism; living entirely and

cheerfully in the industrial world, the Rotarian has directed his

religious fervour into an incredible attachment to his world. Vet

there is an element of idealism in this religion of loyalty which is

made manifest in their attempt to better their w'orld, but the idealism

is a negligible factor in this religion whose life force is the almost

fanatic devotion to the industrialism of today.

In contrast to the religion of "piety"' there is the much more

efficient religion of industrialism illustrative of Santayana's "spiritu-

ality." Thus people who suffer the same maladaptations will group

together, united by a common desire for adjustment and haying in

common ideals and dreams for the abolition of the maladjustments.

In the growth of ideals and the procedure of the attainment of these

ideals, in the imaginative mythology woven about the expression of

their aspirations, in the gradual transpositions of the lives of these

people to the realms of realized aspiration and ideal will be found

their religion. All the hate and abomination of their environment

of lives made frustrate by an uncongenial and hateful surrounding

will metamorphose into love for the region in which their imagina-

tion is allowed free play with their hopes, and will engender a

powerful yearning for the possession of this state, for the coming

of their kingdom. In the social expression of these emotions will be

the ritual of their religion, in the conception of the ideal state will

be their theology.

An existing religion of this kind is the communist movement in

Soviet Russia. They have abandoned Christianity, for in their new
religion there is a sufficiency of the religious life. Ardent com-

munists cannot be ardent Christians merely because it involves a

plethora of religions, aside from an}- colliding philosophical or

moral principles.

Communists in Russia are leading a life guided and perveded

by the controlling light of an absolute Communism, the ideal political

state to them. For them, all their strife and energy is directed

toward the establishment of the ideal, and all the ramifications of

their ideal state, all the activities and duties and manners it implies,

all the hopes and loves it generates are for communists their theol-
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ogy. In the imaginative construction of this visionary reahn the

communist finds his escape from a country disrupted by civil con-

flict and discontent. His rehgion is eminently Apocalyptic, for he

dwells in the coming millenium, after the Revolution. He sees

wealth, and immediately it becomes his, the Rolls Royce, the luxury,

in the glorious kingdom of the Revolution, where he will be the

conqueror and ruler, and the wealthy relegated to the limbus of

proletarianism. It is again the ineluctable exaUation of the de-

votees, the unmistakable stamp of a religion.

Even the supernatural, in spite of the strenuous dicta against any

such force in Communism by the leaders, is present to a certain

degree in the Communism of the masses. For they know not the

precise principles of ^Marxism which make the Re\olution and the

consequent communism inevitable, and to them these principles are

incomprehensible and vague and sacred, and are accepted on hear-

say. The "agit props" (agitators and propagandizers ) feel that if

they continue to propagandize, the Revolution will follow, by the

thaumaturgy of some law or other; the intermediary agent is almost

in the class of the God of the medieval prayers for the cures of

toothache, one must do and say so and so and the relief will come.

Leading the lives of founders and active supporters of a re-

ligion, it is inevitable that Communists should have a ritual. And
so there are public assemblies and public institutions to ex[)0und

theology, and for worship and adoration, for already the febrile

worship of Lenin and Marx have canonized them, and before long

they will doubtless be encompassed by the glowing periphery of

adulating myths, characteristic of all the apostles of a religion.

There are holy days also, to celebrate important events in the history

and development of Communism, and the country is governed as

nearly as possible by the doctrines of their theology : it is in ettect,

a theocracy.

Certainly the religious zeal of the early Christians, and their

craving for martyrdom which so distressed the Roman authorities

was no more fiery than the Communist's fervor which takes the

form (among other forms) of the furious hatred of the capitalist

class and the willingness to undergo excruciating privation rather

than abate one whit their enmity.

This is the case particularly in America. Comrades who have

suffered because of their unrestrained zeal in making themselves
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obnoxious to the hated bourgeoisie are admired, and at every oppor-

tunity this desire for martyrdom is displayed, as their behaviour at

numerous riots will testify. Every action and every thought, is

weighted with a significance ; all opinions and ideas and people are

classed categorically in the terminology of Communism and the

class struggle ; their meals are eaten together and so far as practic-

able they dwell in their own communities.

]\Iost recently Communism has erected a system of apologetics

by dialectic materialism. At the recent conference for the further-

ance of ]\Iarxistic and Leninistic science it was made apparent that

the scientists attending were primarily Communists and scientists

onh' to advance the work of surrounding Communism b}' an im-

pregnable apologetics. In the paper that set the tone for the

conference was deplored the tendency of scientists to rethrone God

upon every new discovery that is inexplicable by mechanism, and

the discussion ranged from plangent criticism of the Western dia-

lecticians to feral calls for the foundation of an institution for

research to advance dialectic materialism to the utter confusion of

the A'italists, apparently.

At present. Communism is the most vital of our industrial re-

ligions. By its mythology its intense Apocalyptic faith, its deifica-

tion of ]\Iarx and Lenin and the minor apostles, by the religious zeal

which pervades it in all its manifestations, by the prompt ferreting

out and suppression of all heretics, as Trotsky, and its attempt to

construct a system of apologetics Communism has proven itself a

religion and offers a foretaste of whatever religion industrialism

may give rise to in the future.

Our religious hunger in the future will be assuaged by a diet

sundered as completely from the old diet of the past as our experi-

ences in the future will be sundered from those of the past, but

consciously to endeavor to prescribe that diet for an appetite veering

treacherously and uncertainly in the unstable subversive milieu of

today is foolish. Our religious palate will suffer no coercion toward

this or that satisfaction, will endure no trammeling regimen in its

election other than the needs prompted by our experience of life.

The manifest inadequacy of Christianity and Judaism and their

utter dissonance with the experiences of tomorrow does not neces-

sarily signify the death of these religions. The new religions will

diifer, cjuestionless from the old Christianity and Judaism funda-
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mentalh', \et when one considers the chasm tliat divides Orthodox

Judaism from Reform Judaism, or Christian Sociahsm from Catli-

ohcism, it seems not beyond conception that with another trans-

formation or two Judaism and Christianity will be prepared for the

future. Thus, while changing so radically and unrecognizably, they

will }et be called Christianity and Judaism, insuring a "specious

permanence." At present we must wait patiently to perceive either

the metamorphoses of Christianit}- and Judaism, or the first faint

gflimmers of the religions that are comin^ to birth.



JESUS AND JEWISH TRADITION
BY ROBERT P. RICHARDSON

ALMOST everyone whose knowledge of Christianity goes beyond

that of the Sunday School knows that, besides the four can-

onical gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke and John, there were a

number of heretical and apocryphal gospels giving a somewhat dif-

ferent account of the career of Jesus of Nazareth. Comparatively

few people, however, even among the cultured and well-read, are

aware that in addition to the orthodox and heretical Christian tradi-

tions there is a Jewish one which found its final elaboration in a

work known as the Sepher Toldoth Jeshu or Book of the Generation

of Jesus} This book has been translated into various modern lan-

guages : German, French and English. Yet one would search in

vain at the book stores for a copy, and in the catalogues of nearly

all libraries the title is conspicuous by its absence. Modern works

hostile to Christ and Christianity are to be found in abundance, but

1 The Jewish Hfe of Jesus is found in several redactions differing materially

in both contents and title. Among the titles under which it has been put forth

are: The History of Jesliit the Nacarcnc; The History of Jcsliu, Queen Helena

and tlte Apostles; The Bool; of the Condemnation of Jeshii ben Pondera; The
History of Him ivho xvas Hanged; and The History of Him and His Son.

The account of the Jewish tradition given in the present article does not attempt

to adhere strictly to any single redaction, but note has been made of feaures in

which the various redactions differ when the difference is of any real interest

from a historical point of view. Differences in features that are obviously

entirely fantastic need not be given such close attention, and in these cases we
may follow the most colorful of the several accounts. Texts and German
translations of various redactions are given in Das Leben Jesii naeli Jiidisehen

Quellen. hcrausgeben und erlaufert von Samuel Kraiiss. Berlin, 1902. An
English version of the Strassburg manuscript of the Toldoth will be found in

G. R. S. Mead's Did JesxiS Live 100 B. C.f. an enquiry into the Talmud Jesus

stories, the Toldoth Jeschu. a)id sonic eurious statements of Lpiphanius ; being

a contribution to the study of Christian origins. London, 1903, a work whose
scholarship belies its sensational title. A recent work dealing with the career

of Jesus from the modern Jewish point of view and including a critical ex-

amination of the Toldoth-Talmud stories is Joseph Klausner's .fesus of
Nacareth, His Life, Times and Teachinqs, translated from the Hebrew original

by H. Danby. London, 1927.
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the typical librarian, no matter what his own religious belief, appears

to have a pecuhar fear of contact with this medieval anti-Christian

book, and there almost seems to be a tacit conspiracy to keep knowl-

edge of the very existence of such a work from the general public.

Towards no other work, save perhaps the Book of the Three

Impostors'- is such an attitude taken. It is wholl\- unreasonable, for

we cannot properl}' estimate the character of any historical person-

age unless we know what his enemies have to say about him. To
learn this, indeed, often has the etfect of heightening our esteem for

the victim of a bitter and venemous attack. It is quite natural that

Christians, even the most broad-minded, should find the Toldoth

repulsive, but it is absurd for anyone to cherish a special abhorrence

for this hostile Jewish tale. The Christians who know of it would
seem to regard it as the very summit of insult to the memorv of

Jesus, and are strangely oblivious of the fact that his fame has suf-

fered far more from the deeds of his nominal followers, who have

committed in his name all the crimes in the calendar, than from the

words of his open opponents.

None the less, to him whose way is that of the philosopher, the

attitude of the Toldoth is an} thing but pleasing, for it is that of re-

ligious controversy, not of candid criticism. In the field of religion

it has never been the custom to attempt to do justice to one's op-

ponents, and, following the usual precedent, the Toldoth is anxious

to heap reproach after reproach on the head of Jesus instead of

being content to inquire into his claims and attempt to refute them.

Its story makes Jesus an illegitimate child, and not satisfied with

setting this forth once for all, continually brings this alleged illegit-

imacy to the fore in the epithets by which Jesus of Nazareth is

designated. Jewish hatred of Jesus was not, it should be noted, a

product of persecution by the Christians, for it existed long before

Christianity became a power in the state. Already in the middle of

the second century, as Justin Martyr testifies, the Jews in all their

synagogues, at the conclusion of their prayers, cursed the name and

memory of Jesus, the false Messiah. And we even learn from

- Dc Tribtts Jmpostoribys, a work of unknown origin but attributed to

various authors, e.g. Averroes and the HobenstaufFen emperor, Frederic II.

The "three impostors" are Moses. Jesus and Mohammed, and this work takes
the ground that "The greater part of their utterances are so obscure as to be
unintelHgible, and so badly expressed as to make it evident that these three men
did not themselves understand what they were talking about and were only
ignorant charlatans.'" The sayings of Jesus which the author of De Tribus Iin-
postoribits had in mind here were probably the theological disquisitions of the
gospel of John which biblical scholars do not to-day regard as authentic.
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Jewish writings that in these early da}s a pious rabhi who, notwith-

standing his rejection of the Messianic claims of Jesus, believed

that the hitter's name had power to work wonders, preferred to see

a relative who had been bitten by a serpent die rather than permit

him to live at the cost of being healed by a friendly neighbor in the

name of Jesus. The hatred of the Jews for Christianity was not,

in fact, primarily tlie fault of the Christians. It was due to that

fierce intolerance which characterizes monotheism and makes Juda-

ism, Christianity and Mahommedanism compare so unfavorabU' \\ith

the relatively tolerant pagan religions.

In the Jewish tradition Mary, the mother of Jesus, was betrothed

to a good rabbi who "was learned in the law and feared hea\en

great]}'.'" In the neighborhood however dwelt a certain worthless

and licentious \outh named Pandera. Mary's betrothed, the stor}'

tells us, was in the habit of going in unto Mary at night "after the

manner of men," a feature of the tale which implies that the Jews

of the period were somewhat free and easy in their pre-marital

customs, and one night when the rabbi was at the synagogue,

Pandera came in the darkness in his place. Pelieving him to be her

promised spouse, after some weak protests on the ground that she

was then in a state in which by Jewish Law even married women
must keep apart from their husbands, Mary allowed Pandera to

work his will upon her, the result being the conception of Jesus.

Later in the night, after Pandera had withdrawn without detection

of the fraud, the real betrothed came to ]\Iary, and being rejiroached

for coming twice in the same night, learned what had taken place.

Apparently anv pity for Mary in her predicament did not enter the

head of the pious rabbi; his onl}' care was for himself, and when it

became manifest that Mary was with child, the betrothed said: "She

is not with child bA' me ; shall I abide here and hear my shame e\ cry

day from the people?" So he "arose and went to P>abylon" after

which he passes out of the stor\ . The susj^icion that rested on

Pandera was made a certaintv h\ his boasts of his amorous exploit,

and some years later he 'is even said to have confessed his crime

before a rabbinical investigating committee.'"'

"The different redactions of the Toldoth show a variation in the name of

the seducer who in some is called not Pandera but Joseph hen Pandera. Mary's
betrothed being designated as Jochanan, while in others the former is called

Jochanan ben Pandera and the latter Joseph. In the oldest Jewish tradition the

seducer, a soldier, appears to have been designated simply as Pandera. and Jesus
was called "ben Pandera," that is, son of Pandera. Early Christian writers

seem to admit that there was a tradition ascribing the name Pandera or
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Abandoned both by ht-r bctrotlied and the father of lier child.

Alary struggled bra\ely to do her best for the son to w honi she gave

birth. She named liiin jehoshua. after lier brother, l)ut later "wlien

his corrupt birth was made public" we are told "they called him

leshu," that is "ma\ his name and memory be blotted out." there

being thus put in evidence the kindly way in which the ])ious jews

dealt with the unfcjrtunates in their midst. .Mar\ managed to pro-

vide a teacher for Jesus, and gave him what among the Jews passed

for an education. He was duly instructed in d'almudic lore, and,

as he showed himself to be intelligent "became wise in the Halacha

and learned in the Horah and the Talmud." In fact wc are told he

learned more in a day than other ])upils could learn in a \ear. In

consecjuence he grew conceited and lost all respect for his elders.

One da-v passing b\' some teachers of the Law Jesus was seen to

omit the customary salutation, and instead of walking by with his

eves cast modestly to the ground, strode along with his head erect,

paving no attention to the rabbis seated at the door of the synagogue.

From this beha\ior alone one of the wise rabbis knew at (jnce I we

are told) that Jesus was of illegitimate birth, while another con-

tended that the boy had been conceived at a period in wdiich a woman

could not lawfully have to do with man. and a third went further

and informed his colleagues that both stigmas nuist be attributed to

the impudent youth.

^

Panthera or Panther to Jesus, and sometimes it was explained tliat the father

of the hushand of Mary liad Panther as surname to Jacob, and sometimes that

the name pertained to Mary's own pedigree, her grandfather having been known
as bar ( = ben ) Panther. It has however been thought that the name really

arose from a pun; that the opponents of the Christians, hearing them speak of

Jesus as the son of a virgin { (^arthcnos) , called him in mockery the son of a

panther (panther or paiithcra). this animal being sometimes taken as a symbol
of licentiousness. In the Talmud Jesus is also called "ben Stada." which ac-

cording to one rabbinical commentator arose from the nickname Stada having

been given to Mary because she was unfaithful (stafli da) to her husband. One
redaction of the Toldoth represents Mary as actually married, not merely be-

trothed, and in fact, in the Jewish view, betrothal was almost on a par with

matrimony.

* The earliest reference to Jesus to be found in the Talmud fastens on him
the stigma of ille,gitimacy, and takes as authority Rabbi Simeon ben Anzai.

who claimed he had found this recorded upon a "genealogical" roll in Jerusalem."

One redaction of the Toldoth names as the third rabbi to whose unerring eye
l)oth procreation stigmas were manifest, Rabbi Akiba. a bitter opponent of

Christianity and revered among the Jews as one of the very greatest of their

leaders. The Talmud itself has a story of how a boy (whose name is not

given) once passed some rabbis without salutation. Just as in the Toldoth tale,

two of the rabbis disputed as to which stigma rested on the boy, and Akiba
declared that both were to be imputed to him. Challenged to prove it. he went
to the boy's mother, and found her sitting in the market place selling pulse.

He said to her: "My daughter, if thou tellest me the thing which I ask thee.
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Still more offensive to the rabbis was the incident which took

place somewhat later. Being in the synagogue while teaching was

going on, Jesus seized a moment when there was a lull in the talk,

and began putting forth "Halacha" or interpretation of the Law,

all his own. Naturally the rabbis were highly indignant, and one of

them said to the presumptious youth: "Hast thou not learned that

he who giveth forth a Halacha in the presence of his teacher is

worthy of death?" In no whit abashed however Jesus replied:

"\Mio is the teacher and who the scholar?" implxing that he him-

self was the better qualified of the two, and proceeded to argue with

the rabbis. Here obviously we have the Jewish version of the

biblical stor}' of Jesus expounding the Law to an admiring audience

in the Temple at Jerusalem.''

The Jewish story goes on to say that after Jesus had shown his

disrespect for the rabbis he was denounced "by the blowing of three

hundred trumpets" as of impure birth and unfit to come into the

congregation, and it was resolved unanimously by the teachers of the

Law that as punishment for having been disrespectful to them he

must undergo death by strangulation, so that he was obliged to flee.

One tale is that he merely went into hiding in upper Galilee, but the

favorite one makes him take refuge in Egypt where he learned

magic. What lie learned here was however only a stepping stone to

further necromantic powers, for he had in mind schemes requiring

a much more potent instrument. This he found in the Shem
Hamphorash, the Tnefi^able Name of God, which was known only

by the consonants, JHV^H, in which it was ordinarily- written, these

giving no clue to its proper pronunciation. Jewish legend said that

he who could pronounce this name properly had at his command
the highest of all magic, and could work whatever wonder he might

list. Now there was in existence, as Jesus knew, a stone dating

back to the time of the patriarch Jacob on which the name was

inscribed in a way indicating how it ought to be pronounced.

[ will l)ring tiice to eternal life." She replied: "Swear it to me." Thereupon.
says the Talmud, this godly Rabbi Akiba "took the oath with his lips, while he

cancelled it in his heart." He then proceeded to question her, and learned that

his surmise about the boy was correct. The Jews who greatly cherished Rabbi
Akiba, apparently thought his behavior on this occasion was without reproach,

but those who are not afflicted with racial or religious prejudices cannot but

feel that the pious rabbi, by what he did, affixed upon himself a stigma vastly

greater than that born by the woman and her son.

"'• For the probable genesis of the biblical story of Jesus teaching his elders

the Law at the tender age of twelve, see an article by the present writer, Jesus
and His Family, in The Open Court for February 1929.
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Through King David this stone had been discovered and placed in

the Temple. "For when David laid the foundation of the Temple

he found a certain stone at the mouth of an abyss on which the

Name was engraved, and taking it up deposited it in the Holy of

Holies." Known as the Foundation Stone it was regarded as of

great importance in the ceremonies of the Dav of Atonement when
the High Priest solemnly laid his censor upon it. In this stone the

Wise Men had soon sensed danger, for, said the}', if the heedless

youth of our people get knowledge of the Name of God they might

so use it as to bring destruction upon the world. Just why the Name
could not be used for good as well as for evil, and whv it was not

resorted to in order to free the Jewish people from the Roman yoke

and bring back the glories of the kingdom of David and Solomon

the reader is not told. At all events, to keep the Name inetit'able.

the Wise had placed two brazen lions (or, as some redactions sa\',

brazen dogs) one on each side of the entrance to the Holy of Holies,

and then by means of magic had given these metal images vocal

powers for use in emergencies. In case anyone went into the Holy

of Holies to learn the pronunciation of the Name, the brass lions

would roar at him so terrifyingly that in his fright he would forget

all he had learned within, while if he carried on his person anything

in writing the lions would not permit him to pass.

The wily Jesus easily overcame the obstacle of the brass lions.

After finishing his course in magic he left Egypt and came once

more to Jerusalem, where, the story tells us, for him to enter the

place in which the stone reposed "it was necessar\- for him to use

magic and incantations ; otherwise how could the most hoh' priests,

the descendants of Aaron have allowed him to go therein?" Thus
gaining access to the Holy of Holies, Jesus carefully copied on a

piece of parchment the indications of the wa\' in which the Name
of (_iod ought to be pronounced. He then cut a slit in his flesh near

the hip with a knife, utterance of the Name preventing anv pain

being felt. Uttering the name a second time he caused the flesh to

heal up immediately over the parchment, and now proceeded to leaxe

the chamber. As he passed through the doorway the brass lions

did their duty, and their roars took away from Jesus all recollection

of the pronunciation of the Name, but once safely away from the

Temple the dauntless youth pulled out his knife, cut open his thigh,

and taking out the parchment was now monarch of all he surveyed.

Jesus now proceeded to make his debut before the public. He
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gathered an audience around him, and told the people that the

imputations his enemies had cast upon his birth were false, and

were occasioned by the fact that he was the son of God and born of

a virgin. The clerical clicjue that had circulated false stories about

him were, he said, mindful only of their own advantage and were

animated b}' the desire to have power over the people and lordship

over Israel. Asked to show a sign as evidence that he was reallx

the Messiah, and having brought to him a man lame from birth who
had never been able even to stand on his feet, Jesus by pronouncing

over him the Name, gave the cripple the power of walking. They

brought him a leper, and Jesus promptly healed the man. They dug

into an old tomb, and finding a skeleton of dry bones, brought it to

Jesus. The latter gave the bones a covering of flesh and blood,

and he that had been dead stood up alive. And wdien the people

saw this they fell down and worshipped him^ saying: 'A'eril\', thou

art the son of God."*^

Tidings of what Jesus had done was brought to Jerusalem, and

"then the profligate rejoiced greatly, but the old men, the (le\'()ut

and the wise, wept bitterly ; and in the greater and the lesser San-

hedrin there was sore lamentation.'' Finally it was resolved to lure

Jesus to Jerusalem that he might be destroyed, and accordingly

Ananias and Achasias. described as "the most honorable men of

the lesser Sanhedrin," went to Jesus and "When thev came unt(j him

fell down upon their faces and worshipped him, that they might

increase his inicjuity. " Their primary object in pretending to believe

in Jesus was however to persuade him to come to the capital and

appear before "the Oueen," for b\- a curious anacronism, Jewish

tradition ascribes rulership of the land of Tsrael in the time of

Jesus to the Maccabean king, Alexander Jannaeus and his widow.

After the death of the former in 76 B. C., the latter, Alexandra

Salome, took the throne and reigned until 67 B. C., and it is in her

reign that the trial and execution of Jesus is supposed to have taken

"The original Talmud story, of which this is the outgrowth, does imt make
any mention of the Shem Hamphorash. There Jesus relies on Egyptian magic
alone, and, in order to smuggle out of Kgypt the necromantic formulas, is

obliged, according to one narrative, to make an incision in his flesh to hide the
parchment on which they are written, but according to another merely writes or

scratches them on his skin. Evidently the talc is the Jewish counterpart of
the Christian legend of the flight of the Holy Family into Egypt through which
was brought about the fulfilment of the "prophecy": "Out of Egypt did I call

my son." It has been remarked that the alleged sojourn of Jesus in Egypt
between the time of his dispute with the rabbis and that in which he appeared
as an evangelist would serve to fill a notable gap in the gospel account of the
career of the Prophet of Nazareth.
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place. It appears indeed that the Toldoth known to Ai^obard in the

ninth centurv and one of the two mentioned h\ Schenitol)ion

Schaprut in the fourteenth, date the career of Jesus in the time of

Tiberias and even make him have an audience with that em[)eror.

^Misdating of the story in the manuscripts now extant may have

originated in a subterfuge of the Tahnudists who to avoid trouble

with the Christian authorities of Europe, besides using this device,

in man\- passages designated Jesus as "a certain one" or by a

pseudonym (e.g. ben Pandera, ben Stada. Ualaam). V>y so doing,

when it was aUeged that the Talmud maligned the character of

Jesus, the Jews could plead that this was a mistake; that the person

referred to could not be Jesus since he neither bore the name of the

latter nor had lived in the same period, and some Jewish ai)olo-

gists even went so far as to assert that the "Jeshu" Talmud passages

had no reference to Jesus. Wut quite aside from intentional inac-

curacies there are in the Jewish tradition historical blunders shcjwing

astounding ignorance on the part of the redactors. .Mexandra is

given the name of Helena, and confused with Oueen Helena of

Adiabene, and sometimes even "Ovieen Helena, the wife of Constan-

tine"' (i.e. St. Helena, the mother of constantine ) is brought on

the scene three hundred \ears before her time. .\nd we l^ne

already seen that David, instead of Solomon, is represented as la\ ing

the foundation of the Temple.

Before going to Jerusalem. Jesus performed new wonders in the

presence of certain messengers that had been sent by the Queen.

He had the people make clay images of birds, lambs, asses and oxen,

and when they were brought to him the magic of the Shem Ham-
phorash quickly gave life to these figures of clay. The birds tiew

up in the air and the quadrupeds ambled around in the grass. .\

great millstone was set before him, and he launched it on the sea

and made it float on the surface of the water as lightly as though it

were an egg shell. As he seated himself on it a gentle breeze Idew

Jesus and his improvised boat over the water, and he amused himself

by catching flsh and throwing them to his disciples who ate them.

Bidding the emissaries of the Queen hasten to Jerusalem and tell

her what they had seen, Jesus leisurel\- followed. Before the Queen

he staged his miraculous performances for her benefit, and all the

people were amazed. As proof that he was the ^Messiah, he cited

the Old Testament texts used by Christians in later days for this

purpose, and the Wise Men of Israel, utterly failing to see the want
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of cogency in these citations, could only say that the hoped-for

Messiah would show still other signs, and in particular that it had

been written of him that "He shall smite the earth with the rod of

his mouth.'' Greatly impressed by the miracle worker, the Queen

refused to condemn him, and the rabbis were in despair.

There now comes on the scene the hero of the Jewish story who,

strange to say, is Judas Iscariot. Upon the condition that the Wise

Men of Israel take upon their shoulders the guilt of the sin he will

have to commit in carrying out the plan, Judas agrees to imitate

Jesus in unlawfully obtaining knowledge of the Shem Hamphorash

so that he can duplicate the performances of the false Messiah.

The offer is accepted, and Judas duly braves the brass lions, and

leaves the sanctuary, carrying imbedded in his flesh the parchment

on which is written the Inefifable Name. Once more Jesus is brought

before the Queen. Staging a new miracle, he raises his hands like

the wings of an eagle, and uttering the Almighty Name, flies up like

a bird and soars in the air. But Judas comes forward and, asserting

that this is no proof that Jesvis is the Messiah for he himself can do

the same, likewise invokes the Name and flies up after Jesus. The

two struggle in mid-air, and Judas finding Jesus too strong for him

befouls his antagonist and himself by ejecting a bodily fluid sup-

posed to be especially detrimental to ritual purity. Both being now
made unclean, the virtues of the Shem Hamphorash are of no avail

to either until purification has been accomplished, and consequently

the two fall to earth together.

The Wise Men now seize jesus. and proceed to convince the

Queen that he no longer has supernatural powers and hence cannot

realh' be the son of God. Binding him they fasten a stinking woolen

cloth over his e}es and nose, and then seventy elders armed with

cudgels of seventv different kinds of wood, olive, fig, pomegranate,

etc. strike lustily one after another at their helpless victim, demand-

ing that he prove his claims to supernatural knowledge by telling

who has struck him and with what kind of wood. The conjectures

with which Jesus replies proving wholly wrong, the Queen consents

that the Wise Men should deal as they choose with the false

Messiah. The pious elders now debate what they should do to

Jesus. Some propose to hew him to pieces instantly ; others to

torture him for a month before killing him. The most proper thing

to do first, some opine, would be for every good Israelite to spit in

his face and strike him a blow, the men using their stafi^s, the women
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their sandals. But it is tinally decided to begin by mocking his

pretensions to kingl}- dignity, and a crown of thorns smeared with

pitch is put upon his head.

In the meantime the friends of Jesus had been getting together,

and three hundred and ten of his disciples came and overpowering

the tormenters of Jesus carried him off in safety to Antioch. Jesus

there imderwent ritual purification, after which he was able to use

the Name as of yore, and once more he stepped on the stage as a

worker of miracles. Jvidas however went in disguise and "mingled

Avith the wicked fellows" (i.e. the followers of Jesus), and one night,

when Jesus was in a deep sleep, enchanted him and entering his tent

had no difficulty in cutting open the thigh, imbedded in which the

precious parchment was always kept by Jesus, and carrying this

away without waking the sleeper. With no record of the Ineft'able

Xame. and no recollection of how it ought to be pronounced, Jesus

was powerless to work further wonders. So he resolved to go to

Jerusalem on the next Passover and repeat the trick of eluding the

guard of the brazen lions. Accordingly, a few days before Pass-

over. Jesus, riding on an ass, with his followers around him, made
triumphant entr\' into the city. When in Jerusalem Jesus was

careful that he and all his disciples should be garbed alike, and it

was hence necessary that he should be identified before he could be

arrested. According to some redactions of the Toldoth this was

done b\- Judas, who in disguise had been accepted as a new disciple,

hut according to other redactions one of the three hundred and ten

original disciples betra^-ed him. To avoid breaking the oath that

all his disciples had sworn "b\" the ten commandments" not to say

which among them was Jesus, the betrayal was accomplished bv the

man falling down before Jesus and pretending to worship him, at

which sign the agents of the authorities, who had gone out to the

Mount of Olives and mingled with the crowd, seized Jesus and

brought him in captivity to Jerusalem. In the reason here given for

indicating indirect!}' which of the assemblage was Jesus instead of

simpl}' pointing him out, we have what mav be a piece of good

tradition, since it affords a reasonable explanation of a rather puzzl-

ing part of the gospel story of the betrayal.

Sentence of death was soon passed on Jesus by the greater and

the lesser vSanhedrin. Xo details of the trial are given in the

Toldoth. but the Talmud is more circumstantial. It tells us that

according to custom no traps are set to make criminals betray them-
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selves except in the case of the most heinous of all crimes: "leading;

astray to idolatry." In this case ho\ve\er it is legitimate to adopt

a scheme which, as we subsec|uentl\- learn, was used against "ben

Stada" (i.e. Jesus). "If the enticer has made his enticing speech

to two, these are witnesses against him, and lead him to the court

of justice, and he is stoned. But if he has used the expressions, not

before two but before one, the latter should say to him: "1 ha\e

friends who have a liking for that." Uut if he is cunning, and

wishes to say nothing before the others, witnesses are placed in

concealment behind the wall, and the remark is made: 'Xow tell

me once again what thou wast saying to me, for we are alone.' If

he now repeats it. the other says to him: 'Mow can we forsake

our heavenly father and go and worship wood and stone?" If

then the enticer is converted, well and good, but if he replies: 'This

is our duty; it is for our good' then those who are standing behind

the wall bring him before the court of justice, and he is stoned."

In the case of Jesus, two "disciples of the Wise" were secreted in

the inner room of a house, and Jesus was brought into an adjoining

room where there was a lighted lamp, so that the hidden spies could

see his face as well as hear his voice. These two witnesses dul\

testified against Jesus and he was condemned to death. If this be

an authentic tradition, the fact that such deceit should ha\e had to

be resorted to will explain why the Christian account of the trial

speaks of the difficulty the Sanhedrin had in finding witnesses again-t

Jesus, and wh}- the two who at last came forward are, in the gospel

storv, described as "false witnesses," though what they testified

^\•as actually the truth according to the account of the gospels them-

selves.

According to the Talmud, for forty days before the execution

of Jesus a herald went around crying: "Jeshu goeth forth to be

executed because he has practiced sorcery, and seduced Israel, and

estranged them from God. Let any one who can bring forward any

justifying plea for him come and give information concerning it."

Later on a certain Rabbi Ldla opined the authorities had been far

too indulgent in giving Jesus this chance of being exonerated. Said

Idla: "Dost thou think that he belongs to those for whom a justif\-

ing plea is to be sought? He was a very seducer, and the All-

merciful has said: 'Thou shalt not spare or conceal him.'" And

in reply it was explained that neither mercy nor justice played an>

part in the attitude of the Sanhedrin, but that Jesus had been allowed
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this forty cla}s" grace because "his place was near to those in

power," i.e. because he had relatives or connections who stood high

in goxernmental circles. However the tlelay ditl not save Jesus, for

no one came forward in his behalf.

The Talmud and the Toldoth know of no intervention of Roman
procurator or Roman soldiers in the condenmation and execution of

Je>us. The Jews of olden time were anxious to claim for them-

selves all the glory (as they deemed it) for both. Xor is there an\-

question of crucitixon in the Jewish tradition, though this punish-

ment was by no means unknown among the Jews. Alexander

Jannaeus having at one time crucified no less than eight hundred

Pharisees. According to the Jewish story, Jesus was stoned to death

and his bod}' subsequently hung upon a post. When it came to

hanging up the corpse it was found that this could not be ac-

complished with any ordinary wood. For Jesus, foreseeing his

tragic end, had. \\hen in possession of the Shem Hamphorash, put

a charm on all trees so that the wood of none of these was able to

support his body. Posts of each of the seventy dilferent kinds of

woods to be found in Palestine were tried in turn, and all broke

down under the weight. In those da\s it was deemed advisable to

hang up the dead bod_\- of a false ])r()])het so that there could be

ijuoted against his memory the text: "A curse of ( iod is he who
is hanged,"' and the Wise Men were in despair, for the common
people began to murmur that the strange behavior of the wood was

evidence of the great godliness of Jesus. Once more Judas came to

the rescue, fetching from his garden a tremendous cabbage stalk

taller than a i)alm. .\s Jesus had not been thoughtful enough to

liewitch the cabbages, this held the body aloft when the latter was

hung upon it. And fearing lest the reader should be inclined to

doubt that such a cabbage stalk could have been at hand, the \era-

cious chronicler remarks that it is no unusual thing, even "unto

this dav," for overgrown cabbage plants to be found in the neighbor-

hood of Jerusalem so large that a single one fields a hundred pounds

of seed !

In the afternoon the bod}' was taken down and buried, not put

in a tomb as the Christian tradition would have it. "The apostates

wept over his grave," the Toldoth tells us. Subsequentl}' the bod}

was secretl}' unearthed and hidden, and when people came to the

grave they found it empty. In one of the early anti-Christian tradi-
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tions transmitted to us by Tertullian, the grave was in a market

garden, and so many people came to visit it that the gardener, to

save his vegetables from being trampled under foot, took away the

body that there might no longer be any inducement for crowds of

visitors to flock to his garden. The Toldoth ascribed the emptying

of the grave during the night to a gardener who overhearing a plot

of some of the disciples of Jesus to steal the body from the grave

and then pretend their master had ascended to heaven, forestalled

them, and taking away the body by night reburied it in his own
garden.

The disappearance of the body caused the followers of Jesus

again to raise their heads. The priestly party was denounced by

"the apostates" who said to them: "Ye have slain God's annointed,"

and even the Queen wavered and began to blame the priests. Now
however the gardener came forward and, for thirty pieces of silver,

disclosed where the body lay. The Rabbis tied it to the tail of a

horse and dragged it all around Jerusalem, amid great rejoicing on

the part of their adherents. The Clericals then got permission from

the Queen to deal as they pleased with the followers of Jesus, many

of whom they killed.

In the usual Toldoth story the gardener hides the body under a

brook (or irrigation canal) which he turns out of its course for

that purpose. This feature of the tale, as it stands, is an unintel-

ligible complication, and is apparently derived from a more primitive

version. The version known in the ninth century to Agobard,

Bishop of Lyons, related that the body was originall}- buried b\

the side of a canal which at night overflowed its banks and carried

away the body and the latter could never afterwards be found. This

would seem to be the original tale, the embellishment that the bod\

was ultimately recovered and dragged through the streets of

Jerusalem being evidently a fiction of later date. In some versions

of the story the "canal" was said to be the place where the rubbish

of the city was disposed of. and the implication would seem to be

that after the execution of Jesus his body was contemptuously

thrown on (or given shallow burial in) the city refuse heap by the

side of a stream. Here, perhaps, is a trace of authentic tradition.

Heavy rains could easily have brought about enough of a flood to

wash the body away, and deposit it covered with rubbish in some

distant place. It is however doubtful whether a disappearance of

the body regarded at the time as mysterious, even by the Chuistians.
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tver took place. For no such thing is ever mentioned by Paul in

his Epistles, though he again and again sets forth what he deems
to be the evidence for the resurrection of Jesus, which is the corner-

stone of all his own teachings. And another Toldoth story, un-

earthed in 1610 by George Sand}s during his travels in the Levant,

put forward as the facts in the case that Jesus "being dead they

buried him privately in a dung-hill lest his body should have been

found and worshipped by his followers." In fact as the grave of

Jesus, a religious leader put to death by the government, could easilv

have become a rallying ground for malcontents, the authorities

would have been well advised to keep its location a secret. In

recent times realization of the dangers arising from the grave of a

prophet was shown by the British when, after the conquest of the

Sudan in 1898, they destroyed the tomb of the ]\Iahdi, burned his

body and threw the ashes into the Nile. And commenting on this

Sir E. A. Wallis Budge remarks that "had the building been allowed

to stand, and the body to remain in its grave, the tomb would have

become the center of fanaticism and revolt."

The malignancy of the clerical party towards Je.^us did not cease

with his death. Years afterwards they sardonically spoke of a gal-

low^s on which criminals were executed as "the lecture room of ben

Pandera." The disciples of "Balaam," i.e. the Christians, have hell

as their inheritance, says the Talmud. In the eyes of the rabbis

Jesus had been guilty of the gravest of all crimes: the daring to

oppose the priestcraft that dominated the Jewish people. How
serious a sin this was esteemed may be judged from the fact that

the ]\Iishnah tells us: "It is more culpable to teach contrary to the

precepts of the scribes than contrary to the Torah itself." There

are, we are told, four punishments dealt out to those who dare

oppose the teachers of the Law: banishment, stoning to death,

strangling (or hanging) and beheading. The shameful death of

Jesvis did not, in the view of the rabbis, atone for his sin, and in

one passage of the Talmud we are told that the spirit of Jesus

appeared at what we would now call a spiritualistic seance, and

gave an account of how he was suffering on the other side of the

grave for his misdeeds while on earth. The story goes that a Roman,

a relative of one of the emperors, had various spirits conjured up,

and inquired of them which religion was favored in the next world.

At modern seances it is difficult to get a precise answer to such

questions : the spirits who make their appearance are unwilling to
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give anv denomination the preference, and confine themselves to

vague generaHties. But in this case every spirit conjured up, that

of Jesus included, promptly replied that heaven's favorites were the

Israelites. And, unlike modern spirits, Jesus had no tale of the

happiness he had experienced in "Summerland," but instead told

how his fate in the beyond was to be tortured by immersion in

"boiling filth," the place of this boiling filth being, as we learn in

another Jewish tradition, the very bottommost pit of hell.

In this Talmud tale the spirit of "Balaam" as well as that of

"Jesus" appears at the seance, the abode of the former being given

as the place of "boiling pollution." If this is not a rhetorical device

of reduplication it runs counter to the usual view that the "Balaam"

passages in the Talmud refer to Jesus. And we might paren-

theticallv suggest that if Balaam is not Jesus it is probably I'aul

who is meant. For Paul appears to be designated as Balaam in

the RcT'clofioiis of John, the last book of the New Testament. In

II, 14 we read: "But I have a few things against thee [the Chris-

tian Church in Pergemum] because thou hast there some that hold

the teachings of Balaam, who taught Balak to cast a stumbling block

before the children of Israel, to eat things sacrificed to idols and to

commit fornication." Biblical critics regard this passage as aimed

at the Pauline faction in the Christian Church, it having evident)}

been written by one of those Jewish Christians who taking the stand

of the heretical Ebionites and upholding the Mosaic Law as still

binding upon Christians and still counting the latter as among the

children of Israel, held in abomination the innovations that I'aul

introduced into Christianity. And Balaam here would seem to be

Paul, while Balak may very possibly be intended for Peter. The

Toldoth gives us a hint as to why Paul might have been nicknamed

Balaam by the Jews who abhorred Christianity. For it shows that

the pious Israelites held Paul to have really rendered a service to

Judaism by casting aside the regulations of Jewish Law for his

flock, since this had as result the withdrawal of the Pauline Chris-

tians of Jewish origin from the community of Israel. And just as

Balaam, called upon to curse Israel, blessed it instead, so Paul,

who bv becoming a Christian leader was expected to harm Israel,

proceeded to confer upon it a benefit. Thus it may be possible to

solve a question usually regarded as insoluble : why Balaam should

have taken as a pseudonym for an enemy of Judaism.
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After the execution of Jesus, the Toldoth tehs us. his chsciples

fled from Jerusalem and scattering themselves throughout the world

"misled the peoples, but everywhere they took refuge God sent his

judgment upon them and they were slain." Among the followers

of Jesus w^ere "twelve men (base offspring of foul ravens) who
wandered through twelve kingdoms, and spread false doctrines

among mankind." Five important disciples are specifically men-

tioned as having been killed by the Jews, their names, according to

the Talmud, being Alathai, Xakkai, Netzer, Bunni and Todah.

And the pious narrator tells in glee, how, in sending these men out

to be slaughtered, the rabbis amused themselves by grimly making

jesting word-pla_\s on the name of their victims.

The rabbis were unable to murder all the Christian [)ropagandists,

and many Jews listened to them and became "apostates." The

apostates reproached the Israelites who remained true to the faith

with having slain God's annointed, while the Israelites replied with

the taunt: "Ye are children of death because ye have believed

in a false prophet !" Nevertheless the apostates "went not forth

from the congregation of Israel," and there w'as contention and

strife resulting in "confusion of prayers and much loss of money. "'^

It was hence resolved to "root out these wicked men from the

community of Israel that they should have no more any part or

heritage with the Israelites." And to accomplish this the rabbis

had recourse to their usual policy of dissimulation and deceit. Ac-

cording to Jewish tradition it was Paul, the Christian saint, who
carried out this jilan. The original name of Paul, the Toldoth

asserts, was Elijahu. and he was "very learned in the scriptures."

He never became a Christian at heart, but agreed to feign to become

one if the other Wise ]Men of Israel would take upon their shoultlers

the sin he committed in doing this. The agreement having been

made, he learned the pronunciation of the Ineffable Name in the

usual wa}', went to the Christians and, announcing himself as one

sent to them by Jesus, performed miracles until "the\' fell down
before him and said: 'Truly thou art the messenger of Jesus, for

thou hast show^n us marvels as he did.' " The consequence was that

the Christians "added foolishness to their foolishness." Paul gave

out, as the commands of Jesus transmitted through him, that the

Christians should remove themselves from the Israelite communitv,
^ One redaction puts it more specifically : "And they made Israel lose

much money which went into the hands of non-Jews."
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shoukl "profane the Sabbath," keeping Sunday in its stead, and

should replace all the Jewish holy days with new ones of their own.

They were ordered also to give up the practice of circumcision, and

to eat ritually impure foods. "Whatsoever Ciod created in the

world" ordained Paul "from the smallest gnat to the mightiest

elephant, pour forth its blood upon the ground and eat it." The

precepts of the Sermon on the Afount were, according to Jewish

tradition, due to a clever trick on the part of Paul, who put them

forth, not in good faith, but in order to enable the Jews to maltreat

the Christians with impunity. "All the evil that the Jews do unto

you accept in love and good will" said Paul. "If one of the Jews

compel \ou to go a mile, go with him twain; if a Jew smite \ou on

the left side, turn not to him the right also; if a Jew revile \ou,

endure it and return it not again as Jesus endured it ; in meekness he

showed himself, therewith he showed you also meekness as he

])racticed it, that ye might endure all that any shoukl do to \ou.

At the last judgment Jesus will punish them, but do ye have hope

according to your meekness." And we are told that "Elijahu, who

gave them these laws, laws that are not good, did it for the welfare

of Israel, and the Christians call him Paul. After he had intro-

duced these laws and commandments, the erring ones separated

themselves from Israel, and the strife ceased." Some redactions

give Peter instead of Paul the credit for separating the Christians

from the Jewish flock. Others bring both Peter and Paul on the

scene, both being represented as at heart faithful to Israel and pos-

ing as Christians only in order to do injury to the followers of Jesus.

At all events there was in this devious way attained the happy result

that the Christians "have no i)art and lot in Israel. The\- are ac-

cursed in this world and accursed in the world to come" says the

Toldoth, which concludes with the pious hope that now may "the

Lord bless his people Israel with peace."''

It will be observed that this hostile accovmt, instead of discredit-

ing Jesus, really redounds to his honor^ and there is thus no justitica-

tion for Christians desiring to keep it sunk in oblivion Xo impu-

tations that can be deemed really serious are cast on Jesus by the

Jewish story. Nothing hateful in either word or deed is ascribed to

him. Aside from the charge that he, without justification, calleci

'*^ Some redactions append an episode dealing witli the Nestorian schism in

the Christian Church in A. D. 431. The narrator says exultantly that Nestorius
"departed from them [the main body of Christians] and made a mock of them,
just as the heretics had laughed at the Wise Men fof Israel.]'"
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himself the son of God, this tradition accuses jesus merely of

practicing sorcer}^ and opposing the dominant clic|ue of i)riests. The

worst that his Jewish enemies have to say about him in no wax-

effects any disparagement of Jesus. \\'hen we hear what they

have to say about their victim all our sympathy goes out to him. all

our antipathv to his persecutors. On the other hand the revelations

which the "Wise Men" of ancient Jewry make of their own men-

tality and morality is simply appalling. To pass judgment upon

them we have no need to inquire whether the events narrated in the

Jewish story ever really took place; it is enough to know that the

spiritual leaders of the Jewish people complacently boasted of deeds

of the most disgraceful description as having been committed by

their own party. Cruel and merciless, ignorant and superstitious

to an extent unparalled, to them justice and fair dealing were un-

known. And we may not unaptlx- characterize the Jewish stor\- of

jesus as a record of rabbinical deceit and dishonor.



THE PLEASANT PAIXS OF ASCETICTS^I
BY LEO MARKUX

ASCETICISM, according to the Rev. Dr. Charles AForris Addi-

son's definition in TIjc Theory and Practice of Mysficisiii, "is

belief in pain and want for their own sake, as agreeable to God
laying up grace in Heaven." [Martyrdom may, then, when volun-

tary, be included under the term ; but here we shall be chiefly con-

cerned with self-inflicted and willingly received pains falling short

of death.

After mentioning certain cruel disciplines that St. Francis in-

flicted upon himself. Dr. Addison remarks, "And here his aim was

JO}' as much as that of any epicurean." This is the interpretation

of a minister, made in a lecture addressed to theological students

and intended to draw them into the practice of mysticism. I think

it is true; and if it is. the fact is important.

As soon as we say that even the person who tortures himself

in the name of God is seeking his own joy, we reduce the ethics

of all s_\-stems of religion and philoso]ih\' to a common liedonism.

After all. Carlyle's Professor Teufelsdrockh is ([uibbling when he

says "there is in man a Higher than Love of Happiness: he can

do without Happiness, and instead thereof find I'lessedness !" His

everlasting yea, "Love not Pleasure; love God" is self-contradic-

tory. Perhaps there are people to whom the love of God can bring

greater joy than any sensual delight can; na)-. there undoubtedly

have been and are such people, but joy is joy however sought, how-

ever found. The worship of sorrow is really the adoration of bliss.

The story is told of St. John of the Cross that in his old age.

after he had spent his strength in virtue, Christ came to him and

asked w-hat reward he desired for his good deeds. "Lord, that I

might suft'er most!" was the final re]:)ly. Lecky, telling the story.

sa\s that "ever\- selfish wish \\as forgotten" in the saint as he made
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this request. This is a gross psychological mistake. To be most

like the Man of Sorrows, to be as nearly as possible Christlike, was

certainly the most selfish of all desires to the saint, even though

Lecky was incapable of envying him such a reward. The storv is

told again of a Spanish saint, Ramon ]\Ionat, who, after refusing

a crown of roses at the hands of the \'irgin, receives Christ's own
crown of thorns.

Asceticism is, however, not a mere historical curiosit\- interesting

only a few hermits and monks and their admirers. The tribal taboos

and religious prohibitions which arise out of a more or less clearly

formulated theor}* of sacrifice are so widespread that no one of

us, however anarchical and revolutionary in his thoughts and ac-

tions, can entirely escape their influence. Though we go our dailv

way as if ignorant that gods exist, though we go out of our wav to

deny that gods exist, we are constantly doing things simply because

the interpreters of divinity have suggested or commanded that these

things be done, and we are ever omitting to do things which are

said to arouse divine w^rath.

Asceticism is often bound up with belief in future rewards and

punishments. The doctrine that our existence on earth is but a

test to determine where and how we shall live evermore after death

has no doubt had more influence than any other religious teaching

in causing pleasure-loving men and women to renounce the ordi-

nary mortal joys. To the anticipation of future bliss is often added

the mystical delight of communication with or mergence into the

divinity.

But asceticism does not inevitabl\- impl}- a belief in personal im-

mortality. Painful practices may be directed toward Nirvana, which

is at once the loss of individual consciousness and an entering into

the godhead. The\- may be intended to produce mundane prosper-

ity. They may become, by a transfer of values, svmbols and mani-

festations of a higher, more intense order of bliss. Indeed, prop-

erly speaking, this last is what asceticism means. He w'ho clings

to a glorious horror of never-ending tortures in Hell is more truly

the ascetic than he who is convinced that his austerities on earth

assure him of all the delights of Paradise. The latter is but a thrifty

soul who appreciates the value of compound interest at an infinite

rate of increase, and to w-hom the securit}- ofl:'ered is satisfactory.

The Paradise-seekers have almost invariably been gregarious,

at least wdth respect to their plans for eternity, even though many
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theologians liave re[)resente(l amonj^r the leading joys of Heaven that

of looking down upon the damned in Hell. The ardent fearers of

damnation have sought to make others share in their pleasant pains.

Moreover, because self -cruelty is ordinarily associated with greater

than normal cruelty, the\- have not stopped at suasion. In Chris-

tianity, to be specific, the desert anchorites were succeeded by the

monks, some of whose orders were especially devoted to the task of

converting pagans and suppressing heresy by force. Among schis-

matic groups, the Catholic doctrine oi the counsel of perfection was

discarded in favor of the theory that every Christian should sanctify

himself by ascetic practices.

Considered in the light of his own experiences, after as well as

before he wrote The Critic as .-Artist, there is much meaning in the

words of Oscar Wilde: "Self-denial is simply a method by which

man arrests his progress, and self-sacrifice a survival of the mutila-

tion of the savage, part of that old worship of pain which is so ter-

rible a factor in the history of the world, and which even now makes

its victims day by da\- and has its altars in the land.'"

Perhaps Wilde sa\s too much here. If self-denial includes the

postponing of pleasures, the occasional subordination of individual

desires to communal action for the ultimate advantage of all the

individuals participating in it, surely it is one of the methods that

have been used in erecting our civilization. It was reall\' self-denial

and self-sacrifice for their own sakes ( forms of enjoyment he could

understand, at least in his prison days ) to which Wilde objected.

We cannot all say with the Christian mystic Jacob Uoehme.

"that this is joy. that the will to nature is delivered and freed from

the dark anguish : for else there would be no knowledge of what

joy was, if there were not a painful source." We cannot all be

placed upon the same algohedonic level, although most, probably

all, of us are capable in some ways of deriving pleasure from pain-

ful sources.

I'ut, try as we will, we cannot altogether escape the consequences

of the teaching that it is blessed to suffer. This message of con-

solation to the slaves and the poor artisans whom the Xazarenes

gathered around them c|uickly became and has remained to this

day a cardinal dogma in official Christianity. i'he luxur\- of the

decadent (iraeco-Roman world has been much exaggerated, together

with the extent of its "vices." but at any rate it was altogether out

of the reach of the poor followers of Jesus. Accordingly they were
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delighted to hear that those who were then carousing and recHning

upon soft couches were not to he admitted into the imminent King-

dom of Heaven.

Thus then is the teaching explained : "Take no thought for \()ur

life, what }e shall eat, or what ye shall drink: nor }et for \our

body, what ye shall put on." Of course, .-^ome persons of our time

who describe themselves as Christians do pause to consider whether

a green necktie goes well with a pink shirt, and whether synthetic

lemon pop will be quite as efficacious as synthetic raspberry pop in

relieving their thirst. Comparatively few are they who sell all they

have and follow in what they conceive to be the way of the Lord.

The Christian self-cruelty of today is for the most part more subtle,

being concerned largel\' with conscience, which is built up to a con-

siderable extent upon the obsolescent dogma of original sin.

Theological ingenuity long ago discovered that we have all in-

herited wickedness from Adam and Eve, and theologians have

hardly yet stopped arguing to what extent original sin can be eradi-

cated. Our present morality represents in large measure the attempt

to repress natural impulses, to conquer the "sinful old Adam" who
is supposed to dwell in all of us. Indeed, a great many of our crimes,

including some that are punished with great severit}-, are such onl\

because of taboos that are without rational meaning for us now.

It can hardl}' be denied that some of. our religious taboos have

ser\ed useful i)urposes, and that a few of them remain harmless;

but the superstitious self-cruelty of our ancestors has cast about us

many an irksome bond which we cannot think of removing without

trembling at our own temeritw Those who venture to free them-

selves on their own account soon learn how cruel "virtue" can be.

The initiates into the Roman m\steries were taught, according

to Cicero, that men come into this world to atone for sins which

they have committed in a previous state of existence. This is liter-

ally the same as Origen's teaching, and it amounts in effect to the

orthodox Christian dogma of original sin.

The curious will of man to find himself guilty is inexplicable

except as pleasurable self-cruelty. Conscience is verv real to some

of us. at times more potent than the fear of tangible punishment;

but of course the result of conscience may or may not be socially

beneficial. \\'e have but to think of the inner spiritual tribunal of

Queen Isabelle of Spain, which permitted her no rest until many
heretics and infidels were slaughtered, man\' fair cities laid waste.
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The New England or Nonconformist conscience is first and foremost

a manifestation of pleasant pain.

Christian preachers have repeatedly stressed the importance of

humiliation and affliction. Men are still advised to approach God

in the humble attitude of the child that has repented of its misdeed

and voluntarily kisses the whip with which it is to be chastised.

(Not that the kissing is likely to be altogether voluntary in the case

of an unperverted child.) Harriet Beecher Stowe, who thought she

had freed herself of the cruel Calvinism of her ancestors, remained

capable of saying the "sorrow is godlike, sorrow is grand and great,

sorrow is wise and far-seeing."

If present-day advocates of the "blue laws" seldom argue that

we need an abundance of sorrow, it is yet asceticism more than

anything else which clamors for a Sunday without amusements

and an eternal interdict on that which "maketh glad the heart of

man." Paradoxically, while the Calvinist theology is apparently

drying out into nothingness, its psychological spring is furnishing

holy water to religious leaders who have abandoned predestination

and original sin, and even to humanists who profess full allegiance

to utilitarianism in ethics.

W'hether the divinity served be wrathful Jehovah or the new

American god Efficiency, self-denial is the favorite sacrificial offer-

ing of our time. The worship of Efficiency (perhaps the same deity

which has been condemned under the name of Mammon) has in

fact led to certain modifications of the Sunday laws. The priests

of Efficiency were agreed a few years ago, although they hesitate

a little now, that workingmen should be sober on Monday mornings,

even though this involves certain industrial losses and an enormous

cost in enforcing the relevant laws.

The characteristic prudery of England and the United States,

which continental Europeans often refer to as hypocrisy, is a sort

of psychic celibacy. Tt amounts in effect, however, to the spicing

of sex with algolagnia or pleasantly painful voluptuousness. Cer-

tainly there are men and women who take great delight in suppress-

infi books and pictures. If they cannot burn alive the artists and

the publishers, they must content themselves with the lesser cruelty

of flinging the supposedly indecent books into the fire. Their desire

to commit malicious mischief seems legitimatel}' satisfied when they

smash to bits a splendid statue or empty rare liquors into a sewer.

The principle of sacrifice has taken many curious forms, and
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there are peoples even more convinced of the value of a tabo(^ on

milk than good Americans are of their taboo on champagne. There

was a puritanical sect in the fourth century which proclaimed that

no true Christian would dehle himself with any sort of animal flesh.

The teaching that virginity is hol\' has had an influence on the

lives of millions of persons, beginning long before the Christian

era. Celibacy plays an important part in Ih'ahmanism, Lamaism,

and Buddhism. Although the main line of Jewish religious thought

distinctly favors fruitfulness, it was from a Jewish sect, the Essenes,

that the Christian ascetic ideals were derived. An important sect

in normally polygamous Lslam believes in the holiness of celibacy.

Among the aborigines of Sovtth and Central America man\- tribes

had celibate and otherwise ascetic priests and priestesses. Dion\ sus,

the Greek god of love, was served by priestesses sworn to chastity.

Pythagoras taught his follow^ers that they could not partake of cer-

tain mysteries unless their lives were virginal.

A sharp differentiation between matter and spirit, such as can

be found in some Greek philosophies, is usually accompanied b\- an

ascetic tendenc}'. This was noticeable, for example, in the old

Christian heretical sects that were more or less akin to Manichaeism.

The erratic }oung Otto Weininger, who defended celibac\- onlv a

few years ago, says: "Denying sexuality merely slays the bodily

man, and but for the sake of giving full scope to the spiritual one."

Removing the spirit from the debasement of its corporeal alloy

is an intermediate process in mysticism, and it is indeed among the

mystics that celibacy has been most important. The principle is

that to communicate with a god, one must become godlike, there-

fore (according to some religions) removed as far as possible from

the natural appetites of men. Possibly magical notions about the

efficacy of celibacy and various other forms of asceticism arose

before there was any worship or fear of gods.

Self-castration and other forms of self-mutilation, the voluntary

suffering of flagellation, fasting, uncomfortable garb, abstinence

from bathing and from knowledge, religious prostitution or other

sacrifices of modesty, have been among the most important mani-

festations of asceticism. Except for fasting and (to a limited ex-

tent) abstinence from knowledge, these forms of self-sacrifice seem

remote to most of us. Yet an important American sect debated not

long ago the God-fearing way of fastening undergarments, and
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man\' religious communities are still sharply distinguished from

their neighbors by their garb.

In our own time, when scholars and philosophers and scientists

are chiefly to be found outside monastic walls, many of these men

and women show a certain tendenc\' toward asceticism. Choosing

to devote themselves to pleasures which are not such at all in the

eves of the unsympathetic. the\- renounce others. Knowing in many

cases that the\' are not to enjo\- the material rewards which come to

persons of intellectual ability inferior to their own, they nevertheless

choose to serve humanity or to follow the inward gleam.

There are still men of religion who undergo great sufferings in

their missionary labors. There are physicians and research scien-

tists who willingly suffer the loss of health or life in their daily work.

Manv an artist weds Lady Poverty as surely as did the good St.

Francis. There are self-sacriticing people who give much of their

little for what they consider deserving causes. That they actually

accomplish beneficial results does not, of course, always follow.

For the true ascetic nobilit}- and even repose arise out of suffer-

ing. Out of their pains the}' make real and tremendous pleasures.

The joys of renunciation are no less keen than the joys of appetite.



TflE STRATEGY OF LIFE AND HUMANISM
BY OSKAR EMIL

DL'RING the past year humanism has gained considerable pub-

Hcit\', and we may say that it is being increasingly practiced.

It is an anti-Copernican revolution bringing our world back to its

source, ourselves. It is an anthropomorphic and ego-centric

tendenc}'—only with the mystic possibilities of the fundamental

realit}' be_\ond Humanism realizes that the world is a product of

mind, although it admits that this is a product of transcendental

cau-es and factors which we ma\- imagine and suppose but which

can only be tested and tried by practice and decided by circumstan-

tial evidence. As when a crime is committed but nobody knows w ho

did it, onl\- a verdict of probability ma}' be rendered by the jury,

and the real criminal ma}' escape punishment while some innocent

may be considered guilty instead. So with the factors of mind

—

ma}"be the ones we designate are the reason for the results and max -

be not. We are still living in a hit and miss understanding of what

we know, and should admit in face of all scientific excellence that

we are drifting on the waves of unknown creative influences.

Perhaps man}' will condemn this as obscurantism and intellectual

nihilism, as an unpractical theory. Nevertheless, humanism is in

fine such a view, although it may be comfortably and correctl}

dressed in attractive fashion. Under the clothes there is a m}sticism

which does not exclude the religious possibilities although the sacred

garments of the past ma}- not fit this modern world. By its ver}-

lack of final understanding and its tentative character, its human
relativity replacing theological and scientific absolutism, humanism

advances man from being a more or less unfortunate accident in the

scheme of things to be the major concern in our great experiment

of life. It may consider our coming and going through this world

as events of fashion, but it retains b}- a sound pragmatism what fits
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while it rei'ects the unfit, after testing by experience, intelUgence'

and understanding.

Humanism tends to produce a world more suitable for man. and

men more suitable to the world of forces in which we float. It

reckons from a world of observed facts with a world of implied

factors about which we may be mistaken, but which by all means

and methods we try to define with greater mathematical exactness.

It looks at all experience and facts as problems to solve. The sun

as we see it is a problem to be solved and so are we ourselves. All

we expect is to reach a better solution than before, better because it

fits our calculations and gives us more control of events,—better

because it is better for ourselves. Humanism must not overlook

this second test if it shall survive. Physical and chemical sciences

have given us a greater control of things than ever, but have largely

also been used to destroy ourselves. They have not altogether been

for our good. We are still far from being successful in the personal

test. Men are still obviously fighting and defeating themselves in

wars, in social and personal life. And men are still not improving

as they could and should. This is the vital feature of the new-

humanism that it aims at calculating and controlling not only the

new universe but at improving our standing in this. It does not

consider man as a particle of dirt in a fatal mire, nor as an almighty

god in an imaginative creation, but as a spark in a dark, flickering

perhaps, but with the possibilities of flame and illumination. Life

is such a personal illustration in the darkness and not a mere un-

conscious event of movements and fitness. We experience more

than we know, just as a rock and a plant experience more than they

know; but living as experience alone without knowledge is hardly

worth while although it may be possible as the fall of a rock, the

purring of a cat, and our sleep, is possible. Existence and ex-

perience provide foundation for knowledge and are good and valu-

able only insofar as they enable us to know; otherwise they are

useless so far as we are concerned. W^e are not interested in a

universe which not in any tangible way affects our knowing.

From the time of Eden there was knowledge of good and bad,

and in itself good or bad. Humanism is interested in creating good

knowledge of good and for good. We would rather ignore the

painful and bad if it were not necessary to avoid the worse. Pains

and bad knowledge are danger signals in the unknown for our best.
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That is why we must contend with evil although we might other-

wise exclude it from knowledge. In this connection humanism will

meet with its crucial test, for what is good and bad? We have our

personal preferences and idiosyncracies in this respect, which make

it practicallv impossible to agree among ourselves, at the face of

facts. It is unnecessar}' to rehearse history in its religious, social,

political, economical, practical and personal phases. We have in

vain tried to build the tower of Babel, and we are still outside of

}>aradise. \\'e live in a world of conflicting views and values, a

world of warring gods. So long as humanism cannot overcome this

embarrassment it will do little more than refine the previous results

of living and increase the total of knowledge without increasing the

relative amount of living. Therefore the new humanism must agree

upon its good, if it will succeed in the world it develops and in A\hich

it develops.

\\ c must not forget that we live a sort of double existence,

parti}' in the world of knowledge, and partly in a world of uncon-

scious experience. We must manage so we do not eliminate our-

selves through our knowledge, and still so we enjoy the show more

than ever. We li\e in order to know but we know in order to live

still more. That is the strategy of life upon which the new human-

ism must be founded ; considering good and evil of the show as

secondary to good and evil for the shoiv. The show must go on ;

that is the principle of our modern creed. A\'e are interested in al-

le\iating the traged_\- and take bitterness out of the comedy of the

<ho\v, altogether in making our known world more beautiful, more

pleasant, more kind and good, more rich and full, than ever. Hu-

manism will be a painless dentist if possible, but it will extract the

tooth not primaril}- because it hurts in our knowledge, but because

it hurts our existence upon which life and knowledge depend. The

new faith w^ll not drug our knowledge to the detriment of life. It

will not enjoy knowledge to the detriment of the vital mechanism.

If pains and hardships are necessary to brace us up for a higher

level and greater extent of knowledge it will face and sutler them

unflinchingly. But it will not take for granted that these unpleasant

facts are justified wlienever they happen. It will not without fur-

ther investigation think that the sick deserve to be sick, the poor

poor, the unfortunate unfortunate. Xor will it take success at par,

but measure vitally their value as parts of the whole. Unless such
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a measure is applied the new humanism will only be an experiment

in efficiency which may be socially and personally destructive.

In these estimates we must figure with time. Knowledge, hap-

piness, good and bad, are all products of time, and must be valued

accordingly. It is the length in which we are happ\' in proportion

to the time of life that counts. And it is the hours of good in pro-

portion to the hours of bad and indifferent knowledge that count,

personally as well as sociall\-. We are apt to exaggerate the great

moments at the expense of the long run. The quality of the jow

the fascination of the fact, the idosyncracy of the sensation, the bril-

liancx' of the signal, blinds us so we forget that we are on a perilous

voyage. \\'e are so attracted b\' the signs that we forget the sci-

ence of life. We forget the code of navigation and get wrecked.

We are so attracted by the sign that we altogether discontinue the

voyage of life on that account.

The foregoing are essential considerations of the new humanism

whatever it implies. We believe it will create a bigger and better

show than ever. We believe it will make personal and social life

more efficient and fit. We believe it will calculate the unknown

for the benefit of knowledge and life with more mastery than ever.

We believe that it will fear the mystery of God and increase the

self-respect of humanity at the same time. Provided that it fol-

lows the strategy of life. ,



BOOK RE\'IE\\"S AND NOTES

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

OPENING OE THE SARNATH VIHARA AND
BUDDHIST INSTITUTE.

Dear Sik,

I have pleasure to bring to the notice of the Buddhist world through your

journal that the great Buddhist Temple and Institute called Mulagandhakuti
Vihara, now being built by my Society at Sarnath (the old Isipatana Migadaya)
near Benares where the Lord Buddha delivered his World-Message, will be

completed in October next at a cost of over a lakh of rupees, and His Majesty
the King of Siam will be invited to perform the opening ceremony.

This great Vihara marks an epoch in the history of Buddhism. The ancient

Migadaya after a thousand years of desolation has come back to the Buddhists

through the efforts of the Anagarika Dharmapala, and the opportunity now
ofifered for the Buddhists to start religious and intellectual activities there is a

unique one. The Vihara is a magnificent structure with ancient Buddhist
architectural decorations carved on Indian red stones, and the frescoes will be

done by famous Indian artists. Its excellent site is a gift from the Government
of India.

The leading Buddhists and scholars might kindly help us to make the

royal function a success by :

—

L Sending the names of intending visitors to us in time to make arrange-
ments for them.

2. Preparing learned papers on Buddhism to be read during the Cere-
monial Week. Subject of the paper and author's name to he sent

to us one month before the ceremony,

3. Nominating delegates to participate in the general Buddhist conference
to be held in this connection.

4. Sending valuable books, paintings and other relics for the Institute.

5. Giving the widest publicity to this matter in their countries and

6. By collecting subscriptions for the general building fund.

The delegates who are not able to attend may send messages which will

he printed as a symposium. The exact date of the ceremony will be notified

later.

Mr. Editor, any service you might kindly render in this c<innection would
be gratefully acknowledged by my Society.

Yours faithfully,

P. P. SlRIW-XKDH.^X.'V,

4A, CoUcqc Square. Hoiiy. Secretary.

Calcutta. 13th June, 1930. Malta Bodhi Society.
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Jf'luit is Christian Education? By George A. Coc. New York, Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1929. Pp. xii+300. $2.50.

Christian education is defined in the closing sentence of the present volume
as "the systematic, critical examination and reconstruction of relations between
persons, guided by Jesus' assumption that persons are of infinite worth, and
by the hypothesis of the existence of God, the Great Valuer of Persons." The
exposition of the book as a whole hinges on the contrast between transmissive

education, designed to perpetuate a culture or important elements thereof, and
creative education whose goal is the reconstruction of life and of the conditions

under which it is carried on. Transmissive education is of various types but in

each case it "hands on our faults, but conceals them, and by concealment adds

to their prestige" ; "it employs either force or evasion in the interest of effect-

iveness" ; "its eyes fixed upon content," it is "slow to apprehend the forces at

work" ; "thinking to make men obedient to God," it "brings some men into

subjection to others," Creative education is the building of a better future

on the basis of the present and through a knowledge of the past. It involves

a recognition of the worth of persons and of the fact that persons become such

through the making of decisions, through intelligent participation in the life

about them, and through the assumption of social responsibilities. Professor

Coe argues forcefully that it is the path of perpetual discovery and perpetual

creation which represents vital continuity with Jesus, He offers a stimulating

account of how Christian education might be made more creative and how the

Church might, in consequence, enjoy increased vitality. Of philosophic interest

are suggestions as to how the experiences involved in creative educational pro-

cedure reveal realities and afford an approach to God.

,'/ Dcliatc oil the TJicory of Relativity. By Robert D. Carmichael, Harold T.

David, William D. MacMillan and Mason E. Hufiford, with an introduction

hv \\'illiam Lowe Brvan. Chicago. The Open Court Publishing Companv,
1927. Pp. viii + 154." $2.00.

Thi^ debate, in which the first two authors mentioned (mathematicians from
ihe University of Illinois and from Indiana University) argued in favor of the

theory and the last two (an astronomer from the University of Chicago and a

physicist from Indiana University) opposed the theory, gives to the intelligent

reader an unusually lucid and interesting account and appraisal of the work
of Einstein. The debate was originally arranged by the Indiana chapter of

Sigma Xi, where it was staged shortly before the manuscripts were made avail-

able in print.

The I'lihlic and its Trolilniis. Bv John Dewey. New York, Henry Holt &
Co., 1927. Pp. vi + 224.

In this book Professfir Dewey scrutinizes our democratic state, the his-

torical factors upon which its emergence depends, the sources of its present

failure to function, and the indispensable conditions for its realization. Of
additional interest are significant redefinitions of such concepts as "individual"

and "social," "private" and "public," and the "state"—all of this in the light of

the writer's "consequence" theory. Though constructive as well as critical, this

study does not regard as significant or legitimate the search for a concrete pro-

gram purporting tc bring political salvation.
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